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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduotion
The writer of this study 1s of the opinion that
adults in educational endeavors in M1lwaukee must do all
they can now, as soon as possible, to facilitate the em-
ployment of more people from minority, low-economio groups,
--Negroes in partloular--1n order to .make it possible for
them to upgrade themselves. If this can be done, persons
presently on welfare rolls or in low paying positions will
be able to improve their living conditions. One of the
crucial fronts in the tense battle against poverty and
racial discrimination is employment of people from the dis-
abled sector of our oommunity in jobs commensurate with
their potential ability. This involves a number of v'ari-
abIes. Their ability levels must be tested in the context
of prevailing job demands. They must be made aware of op-
portunities in the job market for skills they oan offer.
Where necessary these persons must be assisted to overcome
eduoational and social handicaps through special job train-
ing programs so that minimum job standards can be met. Jobs
must actually be open to and available for those who qualify
and the employer must desire to facilitate entry into such
1
2positions which those persons merit.
A pilot effort was designed to assist a limited num-
ber of persons to prepare for an examination administered by
the Civil Service Commission leading to Federal employment •
. The two-fold purpose of the pilot project was to fulfill a
need that the people themselves had expressed and to begin
to develop a methodology through this form of "process re-
search r., which could serve interested persons in Government
Agenoies and training institutions for a broader attack on
existing entry of the disadvantaged into suitable ~overnment
employment.
Statement of the Problem
The problem is to determine the reading skills and
abilities required of applicants for government employment
in the United States Postal Servioe. Related to this 1s the
problem of determining if the present measuring instruments
are valid for this purpose.
Specifically, the objeotives are:
1) ~~at are the job requirements?
2) Just what reading skills and abilities
are needed for efficient functioning
at these jobs?
3) How do these reading skills and abili-
ties relate to the skills and abilities
evaluated or measured in the tests pres-
ently used?
.3
The inability to read is a basic problem, according
to the teachers involved in the recent pilot programl spon-
sored by the Federal Civil Service Commission of the United
States Post Office, the University of Wisconsin Extension--
Center for Community Leadership Development--and St. Eliza-
beth Church Center. In finding answers to the above objec-
tives, the writer will try to determine at what read,ing I'ev-
e1 applicants must be in order to succeed in passing a Civil
Service Examination to qualify for employment in the Postal
Serv'i ce of the Federal Government.
The primary problem of the inability of under-pr1v-
iledged or under-eduoated persons to pass the Civil Service
Examinations given by the Federal Civil Service Commission
motivated this study. At the present time it is necessary
to pass such an examination in order to qualify for employ-
ment in the Postal Service.
The inability on the part of some individuals to
pass Civil Servioe tests may be due to poor reading compre-
hension, a weak fundamental knowledge of reading, writing,
spelling, arithmetic, an inability to follow test direo-
tions, being afraid of tests or a competitive situation and
inexperience with test taking. Another prime reason may be
with the test,s themselves which ma.y be culturally oriented,
may not test for or measure the qualities required to do the
lPreparatlon for Government Employment, October 25
thrOUgh Deoember 15, 1967, and January 9 through February 2, .
1968.
4job, or may be more d1fficult than necessary to examine
efficiently for a job or position in the Postal Service.
Therefore, in this study, the writer tried to de-
termine the aotual abilities needed or used on the job. To
be sure, the employer--1n this case the Federal Government--
will wish for some flexibility in being able to transfer an
employee from one type of work to another. This brings us to
the question: "Are the tests presently used valid for deter-
mining an applioant's potential for suocess? Is it possible
that the Civil Servioe tests have acted as a 'stop'gate'?if
Significanoe
It is desirable and necessary for the peace of Mil-
waukee County and for the betterment of human conditions here
that every measure possible be taken to meet the challenge of
preparing more adults, many of them under-eduoated but seek-
ing to upgrade themselves, to find employment or to find bet-
ter paying positions. If more persons presently on welfare
rolls or in lower paying positions than their capabilities
warrant can be helped to qualify for Government employment
by passing a Civil Service Examination, they will be able to
do this. If the program of training now being used can be
aided in any way, it will promote a more effective function-
ing after employment. Eugene J. Cuske, an assistant Person-
nel Relations Manager of the M1lwaukee Journal~has recently
said that the problems of the Negro unemployed presented' a
very serious challenge to Milwaukee industry. "We have a
5drastic situation facing us and I think it calls for a
drastic change in our a,pproach. Only results count and
Negroes must be able to see other Negroes gaining employ-
ment and advancement".l Because of minority groups' dif-
ferent heritage, they cannot be measured by the usual stan-
dards, Cuske said. He urged employers to keep in olose
touch with minor1 ty group worlrers to learn 'tA1hat was needed
to assure their success on the job.
There 1s not only the need for hiring more Negroes
and others from minority groups, but also the need for 1n-
dustry and government to keep in touch with those newly em-
ployed. Because of many contributing factors, nel'l employees
often become discouraged or confused because of things they
did not understand or were too timid to admit this to their
supervisor. Some have to really work hard at overcoming
laziness which h~s developed over long periods of unemploy-
ment or a lack of responsibility for regularity. For these
reasons 1t is necessary that training progra,ms do not stop
when the hurdle of employment has been made. Education and
training are important factors in getting jobs for members
of minority groups and other under-pr1viledged M1lwaukeeans.
But they are not the only ones who need training.
Their employers and potential employers need it too. The
reason for this is that a prejudiced or insensitive fore-
man, supervisor or department manager can, in a short time,
lThe Milwaukee Journal Series on "Employment for
Negroes", April, 1968.
6undo the work of many who have put time and effort into get-
ting a'minority group member on a job. Uncounted hours in
training and trying to eradicate his feelings of inadequacy
about his ability to get and keep a job can be destroyed in
his first day or so on the job by a foreman or supervisor
humiliating the worker, perhaps because he feels that the
worker 1s not catching on'quickly enough. The result is
that the person works a day or two and is never hea.rd from
again. Personnel supervisors become cynical about hiring
Negroes or Spanish speaking workers for this reason. There
have been agencies set up to counter this problem which
have established sensitivity training programs for person-
nel and training directors of Milwaukee companies.
The suggestions made as a result of this analytical
study would, if carried out, help overcome some of the han-
1dica'ps and problems mentioned above. By knoT;ling 1~11at the
skills and abilities are that are needed for adequ8,te func-
tioning in the Post Office, future programs can focus on
U'9grad1ng participants' development of these skills and
abilities.
It is believed by those who hav'e participated in
2
the pilot training program used as a basis for this study,
that the reading part of the Civil Service Examination is
more difficult than it need be to adequately measure the
abilities needed for success in a position in a Post Office.
1 Supra., p. 3.
2Supra , p.3.
7It is thought that ma.ny of the tempora.ry help hired at :peak
seasons, such as at Christmas time, can adequately handle
the job requirements without passing the battery of tests
ordinarily given to applicants. To determine,if this is a
v'alid assumption might be one of the outcomes of this· study.
Scope and, Limitations
The area used in this study was limited to Post
Offices in I/iilwa.ul{ee County. P, listing of particular jobs
given to employees and the requirements for these jobs was
made. A study of the tests presently used in programs pre-
'paring for employment was made. Tests used were the Nelson
Readins Testl for Grades Three through Nine, Forms A and B;
The Wide Range Achievement Test2 ; the Tests of Adult Basic
Education), known as TABE, Level D, Form 1; and Level 1>1,
Form 2; adapted from the California Achievement Tests, 1957
Edition, WXYZ Series, 1963 Norms; and Civil Service Tests
4198A, 198B, and 126 • The subject area was limited to re~mg.
1 M• J. Nelson, Nelson Readins Test. Boston, Mass.:
Houghton ~ifflin Co., 1962.
2Joseph Jastak and Sidney Bljou, Wide Ran~e Achieve-
ment Test. New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1946.
3Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark, Tests of ftdult
Basic Education, (1963 Norms), Monterey, California: Cali-
fornia Test Burea.u, Div'ision of l"icGraw-Hil1 Book Co ...., 1957.
4Federal Civil Service Commission, Civil Service Tests
198A, l2~B (July, Sept., 1967 Revision), and 126 (April, 19q6
Revision, Denver, Colo.: U.S. Gov'ernment Printing Office,
Denver Field Service, Federal Center.
8General Pla.n
Actually, this was an analytical study of reading
needs and the testing used for measurement. The ste·ps in
the procedure were:
1) A study of the reading needs by conducting
structured intervle~ls 'tAri th postal 'personnel
connected with employment and joblplacement to
determine types of jobs given and types of read-
ing involved in each job.
2) Securing a list of the different jobs, any in-
formation about the type of work required in
each job, and 8a.m'ples of reading 'tAlhic11 must be
done.
3) A study of the present tests administered to
applicants to determine their readiness for the
job. An analysis of the skills tested and an
evaluation of test difficulty on the basis of
readability formulae.,
4) A report, in tabular form, of the skills and
abilities tested as well as the level of
difficulty.
5) A comparison of the reading needs found for
each job with the test requirements by draw-
ing up parallel statements of reading needs
and skills tested as w"ell as a com~pa,rison of
scores on the reading tests with success on
the Postal tests.
96) ~Oeterminin.g the criti cal "cut-off" point for
passing the required tests.
7) Listing of scores of each test of those who
'passed the Civil Service Examinations to see
whether or not there is a "pattern u •
Major Sources of Data
Contact with the Post Office 'Personnel ~epartment
was made to obtain job descri'ptions and job brochures.
~he writer had access to the actual tests of reading abil-
ities and practice tests similar to the Civil Service Exam-
ination. She also was able to obtain the actual scores
made on the Civil Service tests. The writer of this study
't11a'S fortunate to have a.ccess to the results cl-11d evalua,tions
of a recently completed Pilot Pr'ograml conducted jointly by
the Civil Service Commission and the University of Wisconsin
~xtension--Center for Co~~unity Leadership Development, the
coordinator of which was Mr. Gene Thout.
1
Pre:pa.ration for Government Em'ployment, sponsored by
Federal Civil Service Co~~ission, United State Post Office,
St. Elizabeth Church Center and University of Wisconsin Ex-
tension--Center for Community Leadership Development, Milwau-
l{ee, l'li sconsin; October 25 .throl1ghDecember 15, 1967, and
Janua.ry 9 through February 2, 1968.
CHAPrER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
ffhe surv'ey of literature a.s a, baclrground for this
study centered a.bout minor1 ty grou~ps, 'prima,rily l\Jegro Amer-
icans, who need employment or lmprov'ement in level of em-
p:Loyment. Development of 8. better understanding of their
reading problems and of the best methods of teaching them
and helping them to upgrade themselves by substituting self
em'ployment for welfare was u-p..permost in mind in pursuing
this study.
Attitudes and Reading Response
Attitudes are especially important in adult educa-
tion and this study is focused on adult education. Because
of insinceri ty a,nd prejudice by some em'players in the past,
many black youths ap'proach the job scene with a negati.ve at-
titude, some with hostile attitudes, although due, in part,
to past failures. Attitudes influence the interpretation of
. l'Jhat is read as well as the reaction to 't-'lhEtt 1s read. Per-
ce~tion can reflect attitudes also. It is complex ~nd is
influenced by the needs and values of the perceiver. There
~is a relat1onshi~ between readers' attitudes and certain
types of reading response, as McKillop states in her book,
10
11
1~Reader's Attitudes and Reading Resnonse. Attitude affects
learning and recall. Material which conforms to one's atti-
tude 1s more readily learned and retained than material which
is in opposition to one's attitude. Attitudes influence judg-
ment and ability to reason logically. ..A.tt1tudes, values, in-
terests, and appreciations all are included in a frame of ref-
erence which affects perception, learning and recall., This
influences the ability to comprehend when taking a Civil Ser-
vice Examination.· Participants in the pilot program used in
this study lacked this ability. Thorndike states that
Understanding a paragraph is like solving a ·problem
in mathema.tics; it consists in selecting the right
elements of the situation and putting them together
in the right relationships l'Ti th the right amount of
weight, or 1nfluence~ or force for each •. ,Errors in
understanding may arise because we think words, giv-
ing them too much or too little attention, all be-
cause the reader fails to recognize the ideas con-
tained in or obtained from the paragra~h as any
qualifying or supporting ideas appear.
Aids to Comnrehension
Sequential Thinking
An aW8.reness of or noting sequence aids in compre-
hension. This ability is needed to earn a passing score on
the reading comprehension part of the Civil Service Tests.
lDr. Anne Selley lJIcKillop, The Rele.tionshi p Betw'een
Reader's Atti tuctes and_..Certain 'rynes of Reading Resnonse.
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia Univ'ersity, 1952), p~p. 1-12.
2 I'.YCKilloP quoting Edl'lard L. Thorndike. .tReading as
Reasoning: A Study of l~iistal{es in Paragraph Reading. II
Journal of Educational Psycholo~y, Vol. 8, pp. 32'-332,
(June, 1917).
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It would be helpful' to incorporate drill on developing se-
quential thinking in a program such as was used as a basis
for this study. Smith advocates a sequential dev'elopment
of'reading abilities. l
Tests2 of reading ability used in the program of
preparation for government employment that formed the basis
for this study, B~e not made up of words that are within the
participant's daily life experiences. Their daily speech
patterns are not the same. One of the participants said,
"vIe think 1t • s great learning all those big words but it's
the little word.s we don't know". \fhen one comes upon an
unfamiliar word one 1s mesmerized with it and, as a result,
takes more time than one should take in a competitive exam-
ination. Participants had little conception of vBxious
ty'pes of relationshi:ps, but awareness of these can be
dev·eloped.
Vocabulary Dev'elol?ment
Studying vocabUlary without paying attention to
. semantics and linquistics is to ignore two fields of sig-
nal importance and interest t,o inadequately educated adults.
To teach vocabulary without simultaneously teaching
semantics is like training doctors to study the func-
tions of organs but not the interconnectedness of all
parts of the body. Words are living things. They
must be studied in that primary dimension of all
IHelen K. Smith, "Sequence in Com"orehension",
Seauential Develonment of Reading Abilities, ed. helen
Robinson (Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 90)
Chicago: Univ'ersity of Chicago Press, 1960, pp. 51-56.
2Supra, p. 7.
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living things--change. Approached semantically,
students not only retain words but als£ develop
a fairly serious interest in language.
Under-educated adults are lacking not only in se-
quential thinking, adequate background in word perception,
but in vocabulary itself. Time must be spent on vocabulary
gro~lth. There are sev'eral word lists that are recommended
for building vocabulary of adults. One is a compilation
from two well-kno~m 100 word lists of spelling "demons" in
the elementary grades, the famous "Jones Demons·'; and James
A. Fitzgerald f s "100 IvIost It'requently IfJiss'pelled Words in
Grades". An essential vocabulary for illiterates was com-
piled by Wilson. 2 One of the few. word lists directed solely
toward a.dults is that of 11itzel's, "The Functional Reading
Word List for Adults". J 'I'his author selected 5,000 words
recommended for adults, a third of them are not on the
Thorndike-Lorge list of 30,000 words. They reflect the
present and immediate future needs of the average American
adult. They are divided into four parts: (1) the five
hundred most ba.sic ~lords, (2) the next fifteen hundred
words most frequently met, (3) the next fifteen hundred
words most frequently met, and (4) the next fifteen hun-
dred words most often met.
lSidney Shanker, "Is Your Vocabulary 'reaching Obsolete?"
The English Journal, Vol. LIV, No.4, (April, 1965), p. 422.
2Corlett T. \-l1lson, ".An Essential Vocabulary It, rfhe ;
Reading 'reacher, Vol. XVII, l~o. 2, (l\Jovember, 1963), p.~.
J.Adele riI. Mitzel, liThe Functional Reading i:Jord List
for Adults", vJashington, D.C.: Adult Education Association
of the U.S.A., n.d.
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Although the participants in this training course1
were not illitera.tes, their v'ocabularies were limited. Even
when they knew the words, they had no meanings for them.
Persons enrolled in this program of preparation for
government employment had difficulties in word-concepts,
which reflects a lack of word conceptual development, not
only in the social studies area, but in ordinary environ-
mental experiences. tiThe development and growth of vocab-
ulary has a direct and important relationship to the pro-
2
,c.ess of conceptualization". This then calls for building
upon a limited vocabulary to a specialized one without a
real sequential developmental approach one would ordinarily
use in an elementary classroom.
One needs to use a controled vocabulary, using ex-
per1ences common to adults, so that the adult student can
readily identify the reading materials with his own needs
and can intelligently prepare himself for a more meaning-
ful and useful life in the literate community. Such a
source is one of Noble's Adult Basic Education Series,
"From Words to Stories".3 These lessons could be used
as a basis for pre~paring a pre-test of word perception,
a valuable aid in increasing reading skills.
Laurence Hafner states that the ability to use
1 Supra, p. 3.
2John H. Langer, "Vocabulary Concept Development,"
Journs,l of Readin~, Vol. X, No.7 (April, 1967), 1;). 448.
3I\~ary L. Guyton and Marg~ret E. Kielty, From 140rds
to Stories, New York: Noble and Noble, Inc., 1951, 1966.
15
context to help determine meanings is related to vocabulary
and comprehension achievement, intelligence and personality
factors. Readers need to develop a more effective approach
to context. Carefully devised explana.tory context results
1in more efficient communication.
Communication
'llhe "problem of conlDlunication is v'i tal. Tools that
will escalate the communications skills of under-educ~ted
persons are necessary. Teaching tools that are goal-ori-
ented toward employment or u'pgrading tend to mal{e the atti-
tude of self-development contagious. To help solve employ-
ment problems of school dropouts and under-educated adults,
the Behavioral Sys~ems Design Group of MIND, Inc., has de-
v"eloped and tested a Power Reading Series as a highly suc-
cessful tool for rapidly increasing communication Skills. 2
Another excellent aid to use in working with adult learners
at ev'ery educational level is the series, uA Treasury of
Techniques for Teaching Adults u• 3 Solid advice on means of
preventing students from dropping out is given. Ideas are
gathered together from rnany v"ocational, university exten-
sion and public school adult educators.
lLaurence E. Hafner, "Using Context to Determine
l~;eanings in IIigh School and College, If Journa+_ of ReadinE.,
Vol. X, No.7 (April, 1967), pp. 491-496:
2Charles F. Adams and Samaria A. Kimball, Power
]3.eadinEs-~Bool{s I and II, a P-.cop~ra.mmed Course for_Aduj.ts.J.
Green~rich, Conn.: !'.'lIND, Inc., 1967.
3Ed., Virginia B. Harren, A 'llreasury of rrechniq.ues
for 'rea,ching Adults, vlashington, D.C.: National Associ8~tion
;r-PublIc Scnoof Adult ~ducation, 1966.
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Teachers of under-educated adults need special pro-
cedures for stimulating thought processes. Many of these
persons have not been stimulated to think for some time.
They usually attend classes g,fter a full da.y of work at a
job. James O. Proctor ha.s visualized and grErphically pre-
sented ideas that deal \'11 th the vital problems of teaching
1
such a.dults.
~~h~pg Drop-outs
Low reading achievement is a factor operating in a
hi,gh percentage of dropouts. Because many persons enrolled
in the pilot program which the writer was observing were
Higl1 School drop-outs, several studies w'ere found to be use-
ful, one of which was an investigation of a situation in a
. 2
high school in Battle Creek, IvIichlga.n. Penty found tha.t
more the.n three times as many "poor readers as good readers
left school before completing twelve grades. Not all poor
readers left school and some of these vrho reme.ined were able
to graduate in spite of their difficulties. These were
young people 'tiho had achiev'ed adequate emotional and social
adjustment through moral support at home, favorable scho~l
( experiences, and the lack of financial difficulties at home. ,
These favorable factors induced them to put forth a rea.l
effort to complete high school.
IJames o. Proctor, TNT Techniaues Notes Tips for
Teaohers) (Albany, New York: Delmar Pu~lishers, Inc., 19 3).
2RUth c. Penty, Reading Abil~ty and Bigh School Drop-
outs. (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College,
Columbia University, 1956), pp. 72-77.
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In any program geared to adult learning, dropouts
B.re inevl table and worlring to prevent student s from drop-
ping out takes special teChniques, especially with the
poorly educated adult who might not have the motivation
or uproddings" by parents, tea.chers or schoolmates. They
I
need person-to-person help, s..n extra "pull Ii toward perse-
verance and confidence that they can succeed.
Tincher, Director of Educational Broadcasting of
the Detroit Public Schools, gives specific suggestions for
changing failure t·o success in an article entitled, "Help-
ing Slow Learners Achieve Sucoess". Though her article
tells of the characteristics of slow learners, many of
these same characteristics apply to under-educated a.dults,
some of whom probably were slow learners. Their reading
problems present a great challenge to upgrading attempts.
Childish material is an insult to them as adults.
Self-conscious and guilty about reading inade-
quacies, they dev'elop a Udontt careuor B. 'I SO-
what?" attitude ••• Their fears impede efforts to
get them to study. Their self-insight and self-
acceptance is poor. Their reaction toward tests
is to avoid them, since tests usually represent
I fa.ilure ••• They either drop out of school or fin-
ish in the lowest group of their graduating class.
The majority join the great army of the unemployed.
One year's "crop" of dropouts costs the American
taxpayers ~!;)500,OOO,OOO in welfare costs during
their lifetime. Government experts predict that,
if current lev'els of dropouts continue for ten
years, there will be more than 7,000,000 of them.
\~e must face the fact that tomorrO~1's unemplo:ya..bl.es
and tomorrow's welfare cases are in school today.
What can teachers do to keep them in school and to
insure them enough success so tha.t they may become
self-sufficient citizens? •• Schools and teachers
must make sure they are doing everything possible
to prevent slow learners and under-achievers from
18
dropping out ••• It 1s necessary for us to build in
success elperiences for those who have had none or
very few.
The problems of communicating with slow learners are
challenging even to the best communication experts. 800101-
ogi'st s tell us that ninety-fiv'e percent of today' s teachers
come from a middle class culture while sixty-five percent
of the children in elementary and secondary schools come
from a lower-class culture.
2In Crisis in Black and White, Silberman makes some
observations which have significance here. Silberman says
that the slum child often lacks a sense of auditory discrim-
ination. This sense is most important in reading because it
enables the child or person to distinguish very subtle dif-
ferences and nuances in sound. In a house 't11here sev'eral
peo'pIe Iive closely together the noise level tends to be so
high that a youngster is forced to lea.rn hO~T l'J'OT to listen.
He learns to tune out, to wall himself off from his surround-
ings. Thus, he does not learn how to distinquish between
relev'ant and irrelev'ant noise. The lower-class child tends
to have a poor attention span and to have great difficulty
in following the teacher's directions because of lack of
practice for one reason. Often, his commands or directions
are not given verballY in hi s home. Ad~11.1t s spe~t1:: iYl short
1Ethel ~rincl1er, ulielping Slow Learners Achiev'e
Success", The p;nglish Journ§;;l, Vol. LIV, No.4 (April, 1965),
PP. 289, 290, 292.
2Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in Black and \'J11i)e 2
· (New York: Random Bouse, Vintage Books Div~sion, 1964 ·
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short sentences if they speak at all. wben they give orders,
it 1s usually in monosyllables: nGet thiS," IfBring that."
The child has never been obliged to listen to several len&thy
sentences spoken consecutively. Silberman maintains that the
middle-class teacher who rambles on for several sentences
might just as well be talking another language. Teachers
need. to know that these children do not look upon an adult as
a ~erson of whom you ask questions and from whom you get ans-
wers, but teachers often presume that children who do- not
understand will ask. An understanding that this could be
part of the adults' conditioning which causes him to l1av'e
difficulty following direotions on Civil Service tests is
necessary.
Although no inquiry was made of the persons enrolled
in the pilot training course a.s to their cultural background,
,the teac11ers involved w'ere awa.re of the probable character-
istics of those enrolled, as they must be in order to under-
stand how best to meet their needs.
Social Differences
That the poor reader 1s socially different is not a
new problem but currently it is felt to be more important to
our technological society. It is the opinion of several ed-
ucators and sociologists thEtt publio schools hav'e been geared
to middle class values for the most part; they teach middle
class language patterns. Duggll~saffirms that we must recog-
nize that the student's language is different; without judg-
ment, without moralizing and without ascribing it to a lower
20
class. "Social differenc affects the direction of one-,f s
1language dev·elopment."
Reading cannot OCCU1~ in se·pa.ration from the other
language arts, it is intimately linked to oral com-
munication •••• Poor readers are not only different
socially but are isolated. Their langu~ge patterns
diffe~ from the literacy demands of a highly liter-
ate culture ••••
...................................................
rrhe cultural ·plural~ty which is Ameri cs.' s diversity
as well as its difficulty lends a freshness and vi-
ta.li ty to language. l~e must understand the differ-
ences bet\-le2n language behav'ior and refine withoutrepression.
Printed materials, centered about the realities
the students know, can be planned that will have meaning
to them.
Vocabulary varies between both geographic and
cultural groups. Dialect varies between places; also be-
tween groups; therefore, efforts must be doubled to link
vocabulary to listening. Because a pupil does not use
plurals at home or in his ethnic group, it becomes a pro-
blem when he is in school since another group writes the
books, creates the tests, trains the employees, and does
the hiring. For example, Chinese students do not hear
American English vowels in the same way and do not use
pluals, either. They are handled differently, which may·
account for their different attitudes toward school. The
patterns of verb tenses and subjec~-predicate agreement
lJ. H. Duggil"l'S, IIReading and Social Difference,"
English Journal, Vol. LIV, No.4 (April, 1965), p. 284.
2Ibid , PP. 285 and 288.
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v~ry ·for the' socially different as they do for aliens. Good
readers make substitutions to make sense; poorer readers
block because they do not know what it means or what it
says. Muoh oan be learned from good Americanization teach-
ers. Once a teacher knows what her class hears, she can
teach the differenoes. Duggins suggests that sentence pat-
terns should be taught using Oral-aural approaches. By
seating students heterogeneously· they can listen to each
other and follow a developmental sequence from hearing to
s,peaking to reading and writing. He recommends using a
pre-developed course, modified for each group, in which
dev'elo'ped sequences hav'e the advantage of slow and care-
lful introduction of vocabulary. For example, each verb
form is a new item of vocabulary for the socially differ-
ent child or adult. This creates a time problem in a com-
,pressed training course for employment.
Critical ReB.ding
Critical reading is necessary in such a course,
especially when taking a CiviI Serv'ice Examinatiol'l. Smith
states that critical reading includes both the literal and
2interpretive comprehension skills. The compilation of
skills based on her classifications of getting meaning
from words was helpful in this study.
lIbid, p. 288.
2Ni1a B. Smith, Reading Instruction for Today's
Children, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-I-Iall, .Inc.,
1963), p. 263.
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Understanding Emotional Resno~ses
Emotional blocks to learning and performanc~ are
most difficult to understand.
Such things as low intelligence or illness are rel-
ati ve:Ly easy to grasp but an aura of rnystery often
prevents our obtaining a picture of what 8"ctually
happens when feeling storms becloud the learning
processes in a child •••• nost blocks are mild and
can be diminished by sensitive classroom manage-
ment of a teacher who has some understa11ding of .
and sensitiv'ity to her students' l1eeds. Perhaps
the key to successful teacher management of most
of these emotional blocl~s "VJhich ca"use underachiev'-
ment lies in the teacher's sensitivity to the child's
unmet emotional needs and in her ability to mobilize
emotionally satisfying and rewarding experiences.
Patterson, in an article entitled, u·Emotion,al Res-
·ponses in Reading Comprehension -.2, states that an essentia~l
part of comprehension is the ability to note the emotional
reactions of characters in a story. Often students are un-
able to find ,the main idea of a story because they lack the
ability to perceive in the reactions of characters the theme
implied by the author. Because there is a lack of integra-
tion of emotions, the student fails to appreciate the fell-
ings of tIle character in terms of his ot~n ex:perience~. Thus
the story seems uninteresJcing. lrhe student; does not perceive
such emotions a~ pleasure, pain, love, or hate. He does not
perceive significant relationships in fac·ts :presented, their
meaning is often lost to him. His ability to see cause and
l.'dilliam G. Hollister, N.D., and CarolineA. Chandler,
I~';. '0., u~"Ihe11 Feeling Storms Becloud the 'Learning Process u ,
l\Tational I~;ducation Association Journal, Vol. LI, N'o. 8
(November, 1962), pp. 13 and 19.
2011 ver PatterSOl1., f~r£motional Responses in Reading
Comprehen.sion u , Reading Improvement, Vol. IV, No.2 (lvin-ter,
1967), PP. 31 and 32.
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efffect relationships may also be weak. Frequently, the,
emotions presented are the basis for subsequent occurences.
There are definite steps which a teacher can take to
improv'e thi s reader' s com~prehension. Initially, the
student should hav'e experience in identifying words
or groups of words which express either a physical or
an emotion9~1 c11ange in the c11aracter •••• The student
needs to be guided in interpreting the implied mean-
ings of the author. 1
Patterson's discussion was appl~cable to this study, for the
partici'pants in the training program used as a basis for study
had difficulties perceiv'ing relationships and inferences.
Industry is anxious to find qualified employees among
minority groups. AUkofe~ of the Milwaukee Journal staff,
wrote a series of articles on "Jobs for 1.1inorities u ,2 te11-
1ng of programs directed toward eliminating barriers to em-
ployment that exist for minority group members. He relates
that in Ii'Iilwaul\:ee the efforts were spearheaded by the ~lil-
waul{ee Voluntary Equal Employment Opportunity Council. (rvl\[f;l~OC~
One of the most ambitious of these programs is the one at the
opportunity Industrialization Center of Greater Milwaukee.
others are sponsored by the Milwaukee Urban League, the fed-
eral government under the Manpower Development and Training
Act (fJj.lf£1\), and the University of Wisconsin Extension Center
for Community Leadership ~Dev·eloplTlent.
1 Ibid , pp. 31 and 32.
2Frank A. Aukofer, liJobs for Qualified Negroes Scarce u,
The f/lil~raukee Journal, April 3, 1968, pp. 1 and 4.
Ti.=-IE PliOCEDURE
1\he problem that mativ'ated this study was the in-
abili ty on the 'part of sorae indlviduals to pass specific
Civil Service tests to qualify for Federal Postal jobs,
primarily for two important reasons. The failure may have
lain with the individual, due to poor reading comp~ehension,
inability to follow directions, fear of tests, lack of exper-
ience in taking tests, or a weak basic knowledge of reading,
wri ting, s:pelling and ari thmetic on the part of th~ indiv'id-
ual. The failure, on the other hand, may also have been due
, to the test, which may hav'e been culturally biased, ov'erly
difficult, or may not have been testing for the qualities
required for these jobs.
The Objectiv'es
The objectiv'e 'of this study was to ascerta.in the
reading skills and abilities necessary for applicants for
government employment in the postal service. Related to
"' .. . \
this was the problem of determining if the present measur- '
ing instruments are valid for measuring such skills and
abilities needed for efficient functioning on these jobs.
In other words, how do these skills and abilities relate
to the skills and abi,11 ties eVFtluated or measured in the
tests used at 'the time?
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A seconda..ry objective was the eV'aluation of the
tests used in order to determine the reading level neces-
sary to pass such tests.
'I'he Popula.tion
The population consisted of forty adults who par-
ticipated in a training program sponsored jointly by the
Extension Division of the University of Wisconsin, Center
for Community Leadershi:p Development and the United States
Post Office in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in cooperation with
the Interagency Board of the United States Civil Service
Zxaminers for Wisconsin. Eight persons dropped out before
taking the Civil Service tests. Thirty-two persons took a
Civil Service Examination after a series of eight or twelve
weeks, meeting twice a week for three hours each night.
:2;a,ch :partici~pant paid a tuition fee of five dollars to the
U"niv'ersity Extension. Classes were held at St. Elizabeth's
School, Second Street and Burleigh, except for one session
held at the main -post office to introduce indiv'iduals to
the actual work situation and three sessions held at the
Un1v€rsity Extension Center for Community Leadership
Development.
Tl'1e training progr8..m of uPreparation for Government
Employment If was set up for the ~pur·pose of overcoming some of
the handicaps mentioned in the 'introduction. The program
focused on upgrs,ding :partici-pants' sltills in reading compre-
hension, s:pelling, arithmetic, following written directions,
test-taking techniques, speed and study habits.
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The Procedure
Collection of Data
In order to ascertain the reading skills and abilities
needed for applicants desiring employment in the Federal Post-
al Service, it was necessaxy to gather together the tests used
during 8i training period of eigh't to twelve weeks, to ev'a.luate
those tests, and to ,compile, in tabular form, the data gathered
by the teachers and the coordinator in order to make compari-
sons of the abilities needed for the job. Evaluation of the
in~truments v.sed for measuring the required skills and abi:L-
ities was made. The Director of the Civil Service Commission
here in Milwaukee was agreeable to having this done, for he
was desirous of assistance in developing better training pro-
grams for government employment.
IntervievJ's
The writer of this study conducted personal interviews
with Mr. James Diliberti, the Personnel Director at the Xil-
waukee County Post Office; and with Mr. Kenneth Dane, the Ex-
ecutive Officer of the Interagency Board of the United States
Civil Service Examiners for Wisconsin, who granted permission
to use the test scores of participants in the training period
studied. The writer also had conferences with ~~. Gene Thout,
the Coordinator of the Pilot Training Program of Preparation
for Goverrunent Employment; rXS. Isodore Weiss, the Reading
Teacher; and ~~. Edward Wilkerson, the postal employee who
taught post office procedures. rrlr. Casper Lyday, a fornler
postal employee, contributed insights into the nature of
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work' in the 'Post Office and the procedures used in training
for the Civil Service Examination.
Readabilities
}~s. Weiss, the reading instructor, s~bm1tted the
Civil Service Examination to the Yoalram .Reading Predictabil-
1ity Scale. The writer of this study performed a Readabil-
ity based on the Dale-Chall formula. 2
Analyses of Jobs
Copies of the various job descriptions were secured
·from the main Post Office of Milwaukee County. The jobs that
were analyzed in this study were those of Mail Clerk, ~
Distributor, and Vail Handler. ·These three required about
the same reading abilities. The first two req.uired -pB,ssing
the same Civil Serv'ice Examination, vJhile the third job, that
of l~lail liandler, required passing a somewhat easier and shor-t-
er examination with less concentration on verbal skills.
The jobs of Custodian, Garageman, Automotiv'e filech-
anic and Motor Vehicle Operator were not analyzed in this
study , although their reading needs 't'.rere sho't'n1 in tabula.r
form.
This study was limited to the reading aspects of the
jobs and of the tests, but noted other skills needed.
IGerald A. Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction, (New
Yorl{: IilcGra'VJ-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955), p~p. 329-340. .
2r 'd "Old J S Ch 11 1\ - 1 f "'?r..:, gar J a. e an eanne • a ,J:~ .t'lormu" a or.l. e-
dic~ing Readability. (Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio
State Univ'ersity, re:9rinted frorn Educa,tional liesearcl'l Bulletin.,
~G'CVII (January 21 and Febru8~ry 17, 1948) "PP. 11-20 :::tnd 37-54.
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The Testing Program
The types of tests given during the training program
were: (a) reading tests, (b) tests of general abilities, and
(c) Civil Service tests; both sample or practice tests and
final -tests.
The reading tests were:
1) Nelson Reading Test for Grades 3 to 9--
1Revised Edition. Forms A and B.
2) Wide Range Aohievemen! Test,
Revised Edition. 2
The general abilities tests, most sections of 1-rhich
were also reading tests, were Tests of Adult Basic flducation, 3
L~vel D, Form 1; and Level N, Form 2. These latter two are
referred to as Ti\BE ·bests a11d 8.re adapted from the California
Achievement Tests, 1957 Edition, WXYZ series.
The reading levels as indicated by the results of the
above tests were organized in graphic form.
The Civ"il Service 11ests were those pre-pB.red by the
Federal Civil Service Commission of the United States Gov-
4
ernment.
1 M• J. Nelson, Nelson Reading Test, Boston, Mass.:
(Houghton Mifflin Co., 1962).
2Joseuh Jastak and Sidney Bijou, 1Hde R9n,cz:e Achieve-
ment Te~t2 (New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1946).
JErnest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark, Tests of Adult
Be,sic Education, (1963 Norms), (Ffonterey, Ca.lif.: California
11est Bureau, Division of r/lcGrav1-Hill "Bool{ Co.l 1957).
4Federal Civil Service Commission, Qivil Service Tests,
(Denver, Colo.: U.S. Government Printing Office, Denver Field
Service, Federal Center).
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They were administered by the Director of the Inter-
agency Board of the United States Civil Service Examiners
for the State of Wisconsin. The tests were:
_ 1
Mail Handler Tests:
1) Following Oral Directions and
Gross Dexterity.
2) Memory for Names and Locations.
3) Word Meanings.
2
Distribution Clerk and Letter Caxrier Tests:
4) Address Checlring, No. 198A. 3
45) Following Instructions, No. 198B.
6) General Abilities, No. 126. 5
The last test was subjected to the Dale-Chal1 Formula.
A com:parison was made between scores attained on the
B#bove tests and the rea.ding levels on the Nelson Read1n,g Test,
, ,the 'Vlide Range Achievement Test, and the Tests of Adult Basic
Education. The results were organized in graphic form.
The test data of the students were summarized and all
data gathered was placed in tabular form.
lSee Appendix III
2 See Appendix III
3Civil Service Test· No. 198,A, (July, 1967, Ilevi 81 on) •
4CiVil Serv'ice Test l'Jo. 198B, (Se:pt. , 1967, Revision) •
5Clvil Service Test No. 126, (April, 1966, lievision) •
CI-IAPTER IV
IN11Ei1.PRE'I'A.TION Ol:i1 DATA
The problem vJas to determine the reading sltills B,nd
a.bili ties reg.uired of 8.p~plicants for government emploYlnent
in the United States Postal Service. Related to this was
the problem of determining if the present measuring instru-
ments were valid for this pu:r~pose.
Specifically, these questions w'ere raised. vlhat
~lere the job requirements? illhat reading skills a.nd ctbili-
ties were needed for efficient functioning at these jobs?
HO~l did these rea.ding sl{ills and abilities relate to to
the skills and abilities evaluated or measured in the
tests used?
Job Requirements of Postal Workers
According to the Job DescriPtions1 furnished the
writer by the Post Office, the jobs of r·18..11 Cle.rIc and/or
M8..il. Carrier pay ~1$2.80 an hour s..nd states that no educa-
tional requirements are necessary_ They are open to' both
men and women. However, in actuality, the test, which
takes about three hours, is based on three categories:
(1) general abilities or verbal skills, (2) address
lSee Appendix II
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checking or comparison of addresses and (3) following ··in-
structions.
The job of 11al1 Handler pa.ys j~2.59 per hour. The test
is easier and shorter than that for Clerk-Carrier with less
concentration on verbal skills (other than word meanings)
and more on following direotions, gross dexterity and memory.
The manual nature of this post office work of moving and
processing bulk mail makes it more suitable for men.
Custodial work is restricted to veterans or widows
of· veterans. The pay 1s $2.32 per hour. Custodians perform
manual labor in maintaining and cleaning buildings and grounds
or facilities of other Federal Agencies. A written examina-
tion is necessary. It includes: (1) word meaning, (2) mech-
anical aptitude, (3) judgment, (4) arithmetic and (5) pattern
matching.
A Garageman, with pay of ~~2.59 a.n hour, performs a
variety of routine services incidental to the proper maini;:E:11-
ance of motor vehicles. His duties and responsibilities are:
(a) lubricating trucks in accordance with lubrication charts
and type of truck; (b) changing crank-case all and filter
cleaners and cleaning of case in conformance with instructions
and vehicle mileage; (c) changing tires and making necessary
repairs; (d) washing and steam-cleaning trucks; (e) assisting
automotive mechanics; (f) fueling and oiling trucks; and
(g) cleaning garage, garage office, swing room and washroom,
as assigned. He reports to a foreman of mechanics or other
designated supervisor.
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The qualification requirements for Automot1 ve I'~Techanic
are as follows: Applicants must have completed a formal ap-
prenticeship in the auto mechanic trade or they must have had
at least three years of progressive mechanical experience in
maintenance, repair, and ov'erhaul of a variety of 'passenger
cars and trucks which is the substantial equivalent of a com-
pleted ap·prenticeshlp. Pay is ~3. 00 per hour. There is no
~~itten test. Applicants are rated on a scale of one hundred,
according to their skills and abilities. ':Lahey Inust pe.. ss the
Civj_l Serv'j_cf~ "'1oad Test to show that they can safely drive a
vehicle of the type used on the job.
The duties and responsibilities of a Motor Ve~icle
O'oerator for the Post Office are: (a) operating truclrs in
conformity with time schedules, rules and safety, and admin-
istrative instructions; (b) picking up and delivering bulk
qu~ntities of mail; (0) checking condition of equipment prior
to leaving and upon returning to the garage; (d) reporting
accidents, noting mechanical defects a11d failures, and mal{ing
trip reports as required; (e) loading and unloading trucks;
(f) occasional driving of tractor and semi-trailer; and
(g) making minor mechanical repairs in emergencies enroute.
They, too, must take a written test designed to measure
ability to understand instructions and to fill out forms.
The starting pay is $2.80 an hour. Passing a road test is
also required. l
lSee Appendix II.
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Reading Needs of Postal Workers
In Table 1 are shown the Reading Needs and the Types
of Reading used in the various postal jobs listed. This
study was limited to the first three jobs listed, those of:
1) l'Iail Clerk
2) I~ail Carrier
3) Mail Handler
This study was restricted to the-reading aspects of these
jobs. Other skills are required and these are noted on the
table.
In studying Table 1, it is evident that the Mail
Clerk, Mail Carrier and Mail Handler must be able to ob-
serve likenesses and differences in names and addresses.
They must compare letters and numerals very quickly. They
have a great deal of address checking to do, to differen-
tiate between addresses that may have only one number or
letter that 1 s different, or an If!,!. If or an "S. Sf, a .. St. t. or
an "Ave." Here the s..bility to skim or scan is of great im-
portance as well as to discriminate accurately. It is nec-
essary that they have a good memory. They must know word
meanings in order to follow both oral and written directions •
. Upon observing Figures 1, 2, and 3, it was noted that only
two persons who scored below a Sixth Grade reading level
passed the Civil Service tests; they scored a high Fifth.
In order to follow and execute the sorting and rout-
ing schemes they need a high degree of concentration and the
ability to follow a sequence. Primary schemes refer to the
TABLE 1
JOB REQUlRE~mNTS
Jobs
Direct
Reading Needs
Indirect
Types of Reading Other Skills Required
Requiring Greater
Reading Needs:
Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier
Mail Handler
Requiring Lesse~
Reading Needs: a
Custodial
-
Garageman and
Automotive Mechanic
Motor Vehicle
Operator
Six Grade reading
level
Comparison of letters
and numerals
Word meanings
Verbal skills
Following directions
Ability to hear
~onversational voice
Ability to understand
written instructions
Follow above
Read road signs
Following instructions
Read mileage
Following instructions
Concentration
Observing likenesses
and differences in
addresses
Memory for names and
locations
Writing labels
Listening
Writing of test
Ability to work
independently
Follow lubrication
charts
Fill out forms
Writing of driver's
test
Preparing trip reports
Oral
Skimming
Analytical
Critical
Sequential
Interpreting
Directions
Reading mileage
~ead lubrication
charts
Read road maps
Simple business
arithmetic
"mnual strength
(11ft 80 pounds
carry few feet)
Dexterity
Ability to operate:
a fork-life
addressograph
mimeograph
cancelling machines
Good vision
Manual labor
Emotional and mental
stability
20/40 vision 1n one eye
and
20/100 in other
Ability to service
trucks
Reliability
Dependability
Mechanical
Ability to drive trucks
Pass road test
\..J.)
~
a Not inoluded in this study.
'·'1
rI
zones into which the states and cities fall, and secondary
schemes consists of one zone. Themail clerk must break
these down into each particular carrier's walking route.
In addition, he writes labels as well as reads them. He
would use six types of reading: skimming, critical, se-
quential, analytical, interpretive and oral.
In Table 2 are summarized the Basic Reading Skills
needed by Mail Clerks and Mail Carriers for efficient func-
tioning on these jobs, as well as for success on the Civil
Service Examinations. This tabulation followed an analysis
1
of the Job Descriptions and the Civil Service Examinations.
Discussion of Tests based on Reading Needs.
There were three kinds of tests used for each job.
1) A General Abilities Test--made up of five types of
questions.
a) word meanings and lQord recognl tion--a~n
ability to use context to help determine
meaning is needed here;
b) reading comprehension--grasping main ideas,
significant details, choice of best state-
ment and matching words and meanings;
c) spelling of cities and states--recognizing
incorrect spelling;
d) arithmetic problems--reading the problem;
e) word analogies--deciding how words are re-
lated to each other by cause and effect,
conterlts, composition, location, o"pposi.tes,
likenesses and purpose.
2) An Address Checking Test--a test of qUickness in
determining whether two addresses are the same
of different. The reading skills needed h~e are:
lSee Appendix II.
TABLE 2
BASIC READING SKILLS NEEDED BY CLERK-CARRIER
Verbal Word Meanings Comprehension Perceptions Comparisons Others
~ollowing directions Direct Main ideas ot Word endings Letters Following oral
Analogies paragraphs Word beginnings Figures in directions
Perception 01' sounds opposites Inferences Blends addresses Adapting directions
likenesses Conclusions Compound words Roman numerals Use of codes
Listening purpose Supportive Prefixes Memory Interpreting Bar
location statements Suffixes Choices Graphs
compos1s1on Of directions Sequential Reading Maps
cause and effect Cause and effect Using Index and
contents Table of Content
Recognition of Alphabetical
words arrangement
\..V
Q'..
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a) rapid skimming;
b) quick discrimination of numbers, words,
and directions.
3) A Following Written Instructions Test. This tests
how well one can follow a series of detailed,
written instructions such as
a) changes of routes;
b) sequential changes with use of codes and keys--
in other words, sequential thinking.
The tests for the job of Hail Handler were somewhat
easier and shorter and consisted of three v~itten parts which
cover:
1) memory for names and locations;
2) speed of memorization;
3) word meanings.--this section has more concentration
on following directions than the similar section
for Clerk and/or Carrier.
Skills Needed for Reading Tests
The kinds of skills needed for the Nelson Readin~
Test are: (a) word meanings, (b) paragraph comprehension,
(c) inferences, (d) grasping main ideas and significant
details.
The Wide Range Achievement Test requires an oral
recognition of the words. Even when persons knew the words,
they had no meanings for' them.
The Tests of Adult Basic Education include sections
on: (a) analogies, (b) following directions, (0) word mean-
ings and structure, (d) paragraph comprehension, (e) use of
reference materials, (f) arithmetic problems, and (g) lang-
uage usage.
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Reading Results of Students
In Table 3 are shown Reading Scores of the partic-
ipants in the program. Although the Job Description of
Clerk and/or Carrier states that no educational require-
ments are necessary, the Civil Serv~ce Commission has main-
tained that it required but a Sixth Grade reading level to
pass the Examination. lri actuality, a higher reading level
was required. On tests given on December 16, 1967, and on
February 9, 1968, no one passed who had not finished Eighth
Grade or who had a.,reading level below middle Sixth Grade,
with the exception of two persons whose reading levels were
a high-Fifth (5.9) and a mid-Fifth (5.4) Grade. Fifteen
persons passed. ~ contributing factor was an adequate read-
ing level.
The Median grade score on the ~, Form 1, was
6.6 and it was 6.8 on Form 2. On the Wide Range Achieve-
ment Test the Median grade score was 7.9; on the Nelson
Reading Test it was 7.2.
The Wide Range Achievement Test was taken toward
the end of the training session and these scores were con-
siderably higher.
Twenty-nine persons took the Pre-test of Adult Basic
Ed~~at1on (~), twenty-seven took the Post-test. Twenty-
. four persons took the Wid~ Range Achievement Test and only
twelve students were present when the Nelson Readins Test
was given. The Medians are shown on the table.
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,TABLE;
~EADINQ SCORES SHOWING RANGE OF SCORES
TABE TABE Wide
Form 1 Form 2 Range Nelson
8.1 8.3 15.0 9.6
7.8 8.3 11.3 9.1
7.7 8.0 10.8 8.0
7.7 8.0 10.8 7.6
7.7 1.1 9.6 7.6
7.3 7.7 9.6 7.2*
7.3 7.7 , 9.1 6.5
7.2 7.5 9.1 6.2
7.1 7.2 9.1 5.8
6.8 1.2 8.3 5.3
6.8 1.1 7-9 5.2
6.8 1.1 7.9* ).5
6.6 6.9 7.9
6.6 6.8* 7.7
6.6* 6.8 7.5
6.6 6.,7 7.5
6.6 6.6 7.;
6.3 6.6 6.9
6.3 6.4 6.3
6.2 6.3 6.2
6.1 5.9 6.2
5.8 5.9 5.6
5.8 5.8 5.0
5.7 5.4 4.4
5.6 5.1
5.5 5.1
5.5 5.0
5.0
4.8
4.7
* Median score
· t-'
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It 1s of interest, as well as important, to n~te
the improvement in scores on the~. .All but two partic-
ipants improved after eight week's training. This is shown
. in Table 4. The average reading grade level when persons
were initially tested was 6.9 (Median, 6.6). The range was
from 4.7 to 8.1 as shown in Table 3. These scores were on
. the TABE, Form 1. The second rea,ding test, also a TABE,
but Form 2, was given after eight weeks. The range at this
testing was from a low of 5.0 to a high of 8.3. There seemed
to be a consistant upgrading. The teacher's evaluation nored
an increase in the reading level of nine trainees. These
trainees repeated Form 1 of the~ test at the end of
twelve weeks. It showed them that they could improve with
training.
Com·oarisons
b
The comparisons showing relationships of the read-
ing levels on the various tests to the Verbal Test 1 (No. 126)
of the Civil Service Examination follow.
Those of the Nelson Reading Grade levels are pre-
sented in Figure 1; those of the Wide Range Achievement
Grade levels in Figure 2; and those of the Tests of Adult
Basic Education (TABE) Grade levels in Figure 3.
No one passed who had not finished Eighth Grade in
school. This relationship is shown in Figure 4.
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TABLE 4
INCREASE IN READING LEVEL ON THE TABE
Pre-test Post-test Post-test ImprovementC
I. D. TABE 1 TABE 2a TABE Ib a b
10 6.; 6.6 7.4 .3 1.1
29 7.8
--- --- --- ---
5 1.7 7.7
---
.0
---
26 6.6 6.9 7.0 .3 .4
11 7.3 1·7 --- .4 ---
35 6.5 7.2
---
.7
---
27 1.3 7.5 ..-- .2
---
33 6.2 6.3 7·1 .1 .9
39 6.6 6.8 7.2 .2 .6
38 5.4 5.4
---
.0
---
15 6.1 6.4
---
.3
---
37 4.7 '5.0 --- .3 ---
a After 8 weeks
bAtter 12 weeks
C In months
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a Median - 1.2
b Passed-[J
•
Ii
{fl IJJ
• Cii
•• Ii
•
• l!J
19 21 23 25 21 29 31
Civil Service Verbal Test No. 126
Figure l--The relationship between reading level on Nelson
Test and Civil Service Verbal Abilities Test.
~ W1de Range Achievement Test
b Passing Score was 27- f!J
C Median on WHAT --7 .9
Figure 2--The relationship between reading level on the WRAT
and Civil Service Verbal Ab1lities Test.
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Figure 3--The relationship between TABE reading scores and
Civil Service Verbal Abilities Test.
a 15 subjects passed
b Total score of 3 parts
8 9 10 11 12 13
School Grade Completed
Figure 4--The relationship between last school grade
completed and the Civil Service Abilities Testa.
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It then was of interest to present, in tabular form,
a comparison of all the tABE results regardless of success
or failure on the Civil Service Examination. This is shown
in'Table 5.
Those who passed had reading levels ranging from a
low of 5.4 to a high of 8.0. Six of these had a grade score
ranging from 7.0 to 7.7, while seven had scores ranging from
6.3 to 6.8. It eVidently was beneficial for persons to re-
peat the test, because, after an extra training period of
four more weeks and a repeat of TABE, Form 1, they were able
to pass the Civil Service Examination. Of course, they had
gained experience in test-taking and a knowledge of what was
expected.
In Table 6 are sho~m the results on the Nelson Read-
ing Test compared with the ~1de Range Achievement Test. As
stated before, the Median on the Nelson Test was 7.2 and on
the Hide Range Achievement Test (WHAT) 7.9. Two persons who
had taken the Nelson Reading Test were not present to take
the WHAT.
on the examination was not a familiar one, but a very def-
inite vocabulary confined to a specific area of postal
1Supra , p. 27.
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TABLE 5
READING LEVELS ON TABE TEST AND SUCCESS OR FAILURE
ON CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
Drop-
Student Form 1 Form 2 outs 12-16-67 Form 1 2-9-68
1 6.8 p
2 7.7 F* 8.0 p
:; 5.0 5.9 F 6.2 F
4 6.6 P
5 1.1 F p
6 6.8 F* 7.4 p
7 6.8 p
8 6.6 p
9 6.;
-
1.4- F
10 6.3 6.6 F 1.4 F
11 5.6 x
-
12 5.8 F* 6.6 p
13 5.8 x
-
14 7.7 p
15 6.1 6.4 F
16 7.1 F
17 7.3 p
18
---
-
4.6 it'
19
--- - 5.1 F
20 5.5 5.8 F 6.5 14'
21 8.1 x
-22 6.6 x
-
23 5.5 x
-24 5.5 x
-
25 4.3 x
-26 6.6 F 1.0 p
27 7.3 1.5 F
28 7.2 8.3 F* 8.3
29 1.8 x
-
30 4.7 5.1 It' 5.9 F
31 6.3 ,P
32 5.1 F 6.4 F
33 6.2 6.3 F 7.1 F*
34 7.4 7·rr F F*
35 6.5 7.2 F
36 5.3 F 6.3 p
37 4.1 5.0 F F
38 5.4 p F
39 6.6 6.8
-
1.2 F*
40 6.9
- 7.1 P
* Score nearly approaches critical Pass score.
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TABLE 6
NELSON READING TEST RESULTS
COMPARED WITH WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Grade Levels
I. D. Vocabulary Paragraph Total Nelson WHAT
10
--- --- ---
9.6 7.5
29 72 35 107 9.1 ---
5 711- 22 96 8.0 7.9
17 65 28 93 1.6 5.6
26
--- --- ---
7.6 15.0
31 64 25 89 7.2* 10.8
27 58 23 81 6.5 ---
33 56 21 71 6.2 1.9
39 52 17- 69 5.8 1.5
38 53 1 60 5.3 6.2
15 54 4 58 5.2 6.2
31 26 9 35 3.5 4.4
* Median
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service, the kind of words with which the participants had
not had any contact. Therefore the words had no meaning
for them. An add'ed difficulty was that the test did not
consist of continuous context, thus making it more diffi-
cult to read.
As an experiment, the test was given by an instruct-
or to two of her brightest Twelth Grade students and they
could not pass the test.
The Civil Service Commission has claimed that their
tests were at a Sixth Grade reading level.
The writer of this study subjected the Verbal or
General Abilities section of the Civil Service Examinatton
to the Dale-Chall Readability Formula1 , and found that the
reading level averaged 10.5, using ten samples. The test
pages vary so much that one could not choose sample ex-
cerpts of uniform ~pacing. Therefore, various samples were
tried. From eight samples, a grade level of 8.0 was the
result. From a representative five samples, a 11.0 to 12.0
grade was obtained. In another five samples a grade level
of 13.0 resulted. The average of ten samples was Ninth (9.0)
t·o Tenth (10.0) Grade. Some parts of the test l'Tere in very
small type and sentence lengths were unusually long. Many
page-s 1\lere made up of matching q.uestions ~T1th long, initial
conditions which added to their difficulty. It was decided
to average the grade lev'els obtained, 't'lhich resulted in a
reading level of 10.5 or mid-Tenth.
1Supra, p. 27.
CHAYfER V
CO!~CLUSIONS AND RECOl\11\lEl'JDA.TIONS
Restatement of the Pr~blem
The purpose of this research was to determine the
reading skills and abilities required of applicants for gov-
ernment employment in the United States Postal Service. Re-
lated to this was the problem of determining if the present
·measuring instruments were valid for this purpose.
Specifically, the objectives were to find what the
job requirements are, just what reading skills and abilities
are needed for efficient functioning at these jobs, and how
these reading skills and abilities relate to the skills and
abilities evaluated or measured in the tests presently used.
The writer tried to determine at what reading level appli-
cants must be in order to succeed in passing a Civil Service
Examination necessary to qualify for employment in the Fed-
eral Postal Service.
It was believed that the results of the reseB~ch
would aid further training programs to upgrade performance
of persons desiring employment in the Federal Postal Service.
Since it was the opinion of several teachers and persons in-
volv'ed in previous training programs, as well as tha,t of the
writer, that the examinations were more difficult than need
50
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be to qualify for positions in the Post Office, the writer
of this study tried to determine whether or not this was
true by analyzing the tests used and the requirements for
the postal positions.
Population
The population consisted of forty persons enrolled
in a Pilot Program of Preparation for Government Employment
. sponsored jointly by the Federal Civil Service Commission,
the United States Post Office, the University of Wisconsin
Extension Center for Community Leadership Development and
St. Elizabeth Church Center. The participants were pre-
tested and post-tested and given practice in taking tests,
ahd shown procedures used on the various jobs they might
perform. Eight persons dropped out before taking the first
Civil Service Examination. At the end of eight weeks twenty-
seven were given the Civil Service Examination and eight per-
sons passed. Those who wished could continue for another
four weeks of training and after that period nineteen took
the Examination and seven more passed it. Six of the nine-
teen had not been in the training program prior to the first
examination.
Treatment of Data'
The data vras gathered from the tests given to the
participants in the pilot program and from the teachers and
coordinator of the program.
A listing of jobs given to employees in Post Offices
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in Milwaukee County and the requirements for these jobs
were obtained. Tests being used in a program preparing
for employment were analysed. A study of the reading nee~s
of the jobs and the reading skills necessary'to pass the
tests was made. An attempt to determine whether or not the
tests presently used were valid for measuring applicant's
readiness for the job was also made. The 1~iter secured
information about the types of work required in each job
and samples of reading which must be done. A comparison
of the reading neegs found for each job with the test re-
quirements was reported in tabular form by drawing up par-
al1el statements of reading needs and skills tested as well
as ,a comparison of scores on the reading tests with success
on the postal tests. The critical point of passing was de-
termined.
Conclusions
--_..-_--
This study indicated that the following conclusions
~Tere justified:
1) .A reading grade lev'el of at least Sixth Grade
(6.0), W'8.. S neoessary to p8.. SS the Verbal Abilities part of
the Civil Service Examination.
2) No one passed the Civil Service tests who had not
completed Eighth Grade in school.
3) SOIDe failures were due to poor attendance. Many
took only the pre-test and were not present when other read-
ing or achievement tests were given. This wDuld have given
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them more experience in test-taking and more practice in
different types of reading.
4) Most of the participants in the pilot program
were Negroes or Puerto Ricans.
5) Participants derived real satisfaction in their
development of v·ocabulary.
6) The vocabulary used in the Civil Service Exam-
inations was CUlturally oriented and was confined to a
specific area of Postal work. Persons lacked concepts
for these specialized meanings.
7) It was very evident that a four-week continua-
tion of the training period resulted in increased ability
to pass the Civil Service tests. Some would pass if they
would but repeat the examination. Thirteen of the first
twenty failures did retake the test. On the second test
there were six new people who were not in the course be-
fore the first test was given. Of the fourteen who had
failed the first test, six of them passed the second test.
Fifteen eligibles out of forty-six, or thirty-two percent,
which was significantly above the percentage of those that
Gpassed in previous programs, succeeded in the final test.
Reading Di!r~Qultl
8) Reading levels were increased from a half-year
to almost a year and a half, as shown by the results of
the Pre and Post Tests of ~dult Basic_Education.
9) The inability to read adequately 1s a definite
contributing factor to low scores in both the business
arithmetic and verbal abilities sections of the Civil Service
~xam1nation.
10) The reading or verbal abilities section of the
Civil Service Examination was more difficult than necessary.
It had a reading grade level of Middle-Tenth (10.5) Grade,
1
according to the Yoakam Readability Formula, and a grade
level of between Eighth to Twelfth Grade, depending upon
the sections of the test from which one drew the samples,
according to the Dale-Chall Formula2• The result of aver-
aging ten samples was a 10.5 grade level.
11) Since some persons with high reading levels did
not pass, other reasons for failure were involved.
Suggestions for Testing Procedures
Certain observations concerning testing procedures
~lere ma.de:
1) It is wise to observe good timing by allowing a
period of days between the sample test and the actual test.
In the pilot program studied, sample or practice tests were
given the ev'ening before the actual tests were given. This
did not allow for discussion about the tests or a chance to
relax in preparation for the examination. The participants
might very well have been test-weary.
2) The test examiner should be familiar to the par-
ticipants. The tests should be administered in familiar
surroundings.
lSupra, p. 27.
2Supra, p. 27.
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ReCOffilnendations
From the conclusions and implications made as a
result of this research study, several recommendations can
be ·proposed.
1) The Civil Service Commission should revise their
examination in order that it not be as culturally oriented,
that its vocabulary should be more related to life and an-
ticipated job experiences, choice of \f10rds be from a Umost
common word lists" for Adults at an Eighth Grade reacting
lev'el and that it use more vocabulary common to the Job
Descriptions.
2) It is highly recommended that more training
sessions be held in an academic environment to give the
motivating force of a feeling of being in such an environ-
ment. An added enthusiasm for learning was noted 1fJhen this
occurred during the pilot training program.
3) A visit to the Post Office at the very beginning
of a course of this kind so that the 'participants will know
if they really do want to work there after they have seen
the speed 'ttJi th which things are dOl~e J' the great number of
persons who are around, and the commotion and the noise ac-
companying the jobs.
4) A Short, written pre-test on Post Office work,
given at the beginning of a oourse, might develop confidence
in the study course by pointing up the participants' lack of
knowledge at the beginning and their improvement as the
course progressed. It would parallel the pre- and post-
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reading tests. It could be constructed from the Post,Office
material. It would give persons an idea as to the type of
thing they were expected to learn. The instructors would be
. better able to know what to emphasize in order to meet the
individual needs of the participants.
Suggestions for Further Research
It would be interesting as well as helpful to future
hiring practice to conduct several experimental studies with-
in the Federal Post Office here in Milwaukee County.
A comparative study might be made of two groups after
employment: one group to be given in-service training and to
continue their developmental reading lessons, the other group
given no further attention. Then compare their test ~esults
as they are p~riodically given by the Post Office personnel
and evaluate and'compare their performance.
Another comparative study of two groups would be
helpful.--One group with high test scores and the other
with low test scores on the Civil Service tests to see how
each group performs on the job. Care must be taken in the
choice of supervisors for this project, that they are not
racially biased, and they should not know that the one
group has low scores.
Another similar study might be made using two, other
groups: one of them consisting of perhaps ten people that
had not passed the Civil Service Examination. Neither the
supervisor nor the employees themselves should know this.
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They would be persons who had taken the examination but not
told their results. They would be given the same orientation
and in-serv'ice training as another group that had passed 't'-ri th
a seventy to eighty score. This might also be done by using
the Veterans who are now being employed without taking a com-
petitive examination. Many persons who are hired as temporary
help (for example, at Christmas time) do succeed on the job.
Similar to this would be a study of those hired who
had obtained low scores on their tests in order to determine
whether or not they could handle the job assigned to them or
one needing fewer skills and demands. The Post Office is not
reaching the low level grades as far as actual hiring is con-
cerned. It does not help better the employment situation if
the Post Office does not hire the persons who have had extra
training.
Another s~udy could be made, designed to follow per-
sons who have performed well in one or two parts of the 01viI.
Service Examination but have failed the part requiring greater
reading skills, to determine whether they can function effic-
iently on vario1-'BS jobs. Some that do well on u,Address Checlr-
ing" a.nd "Routing U could be assigned to these types of jobs.
It would be of value to find out the relationship be-
tween tl1.e results on the 'practice or sample tests giv'en and
the 9~ctual tests a.dministered by .the CiviI Servi'ce Commis-
sion in order to determine to what degree tes'ting situations
influence results.
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Certain subjective observations, which deserve further
investigation, were noted. The following additional research
studies are recommended:
1) A study of the possibility of frequent testing
experience to eliminate the fear of testing.
2) A comparative study of the effect of a Negro
examiner v'ersus a Caucasian eX9.miner.
Concluc1ing Sta:~e~ents
This study has shown that, through a training process
of I~rom eight to twelv'e vJeelts, many under-educated adults de-
sirous of employment in the Uni~ed States Postal Service can
successfully pass the examination required.
On the basis of the date collected and analyzed,
there 1s corroboration of the idea and formation of a con-
cluding belief that the Civil S~ryice E~amin~ti9~ used at
the time of this study were more difficult than they needed
to be for an applicant to function in accordance with the
job requirements, that the tests were necessarily job or-
iented 8tnd not ~jlthin the usual v'oca,bulary' of those talcing
the tests; that the tests measured more than the sl{ills
needed. Consequently, ~li thin the vJI'i ter' S observ'ation,
there is need for revision of the tests.
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APPENDIX I
RAW DATA
PREPARATION FOR GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT
Reading Levels Civil Service Tests
I.D. Schoo] Present TAB-E TABE TABE NELSON WIDE Times Weeks 12-16-67 Pass I 2-9-68 Pass Best
No. f\ge Grade Occupation Form 1 Form 2 Form 1 READING RANGE Present Training 198A .1_98B 126 Fail 198A 198B 126 Fail Total
1 40 12+ File Clerk 6.8 8.0
--- --- ---
8 8 66 31 25 p -- -- -- - 128
2 31 12 Food Service 1.7 8.; 8.0
---
9.6 14 12 60 63 24 F 57 52 31 P 140
3 48 8 Domestic 5.0 5.9 6.2
--- 9·1 ~O 12 27 50 .18 F 23 50 16 F 95
4 37 12 Housewife 6.6 7.1
--- ---
9.1 15 8 65 66 31 p
-- -- -- -
162
5 31 9+ Crane Operato! 1·7 7.7 --- 8.0 7.9 18 12 67 75 23 F 74 68 29 p 111
6 36 12 Day \vork 6.8 6.7 7.4
--- 1.9 23 12 43 46 24 F 52 65 28 p 145
7 28 10 Housewife 6.8
--- --- --- --- 5 8 66 66 28 p -- -- -- - 160
8 31 12 Trimmer 6.6 6.6
--- ---
8.3 14 8 13 36 28 p -..
-- -- -
131
9 21 12 Not Indicated --- --- --- --- --- 6 4 -- -- -- - 83 84 23 F 190
10 45 13 Printer 6.3 6.6 7.4 9.6 7.5 23 12 49 35 15 F 61 54 19 F 134
11 38 10 Stock Clerk 5.6
--- --- --- ---
3 * -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---12 34 10 Domestic 5.8 6.8 6.6
---
6.9 18 12 37 36 26 F 55 49 27 p 131
13 33 12 Sheet Metal 5.8
--- --- ---
4.8 6 * -- -- -- - -- -- -- - --- .
14 31 12 Switchboard 7·7 8.0 --- --- 9.6 13 8 72 61 33 P -- -- -- - 166
15 30 10+ Housewife 6.1 6.4
---
5.2 6.2 13 8 74 59 20 F -- -- -- - 153
16
--
12 Housewife 7.1 7.2
--- --- 7.7 20 12 53 57 19 F -- -- -- - 129
17 26 10+ Nurse Aide 7.3 1.7
---
7.6 15.0 15 8 77 74 28 p -- -- -- - 179
18 28
--
Assembly
--- ---
4.6 ---
--- 7 4 -- -- -- - 53 34 14 F 101
19 34 12 f\1a11 Handler
--- ---
5.1
--- --- 7 4 -- -- -- - 39 21 19 F 79
20 37 12 Shipping Clerl< 5-5 5.8 6.5 . --- 7.3 22 12 69 62 21 F 81 68 20 F 169
* Drop-Outs
0\
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APPENDIX r
RAW DATA
PREPARATION FOR GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT
Reading Levels Civil Service Tests
I. D. Schoo. Present TABE TABE TABE NELSON WIDE Times Weeks 12-16-61 Pass 2-9-68 Pass Best
Form 1
-_._._--'-198B'126~ -i-9'8ft-"19813-1-26No. Age Grade Occupation :Form 2 Form 1 READING RANGE Present Training 198A Fall Fail .Total
21 33 12 Soc.Wk.Alde 8.1
--- --- --- ---
1
* -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---
22 27 11 Nurse Aide 6.6
--- ---
---
---
4
* -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---
23 44 10 Housewife 5.5
--- --- --- ---
1
* -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---24 37 12 Packer 5.5
--- --- --- ---
2 * -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---
25 58 10 Cook Helper 4.3
--- --- --- ---
2
* -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---
26 43 8 Cleaning Womar 6.6 6.9 7.0 7.6 5.6 21 12 35 43 20 F 55 35 29 p 119
21 19 10 Housewife 7.3 7.5
---
6.5
---
8 8 55 65 19 F -- -- -- - 139
28 18 12 Unemployed 7.2 8.3
--- --- ---
10 8 52 38 24 F
-- -- -- -
114-
29 24 12 Housewife 7.8
--- ---
9.1
---
3 * -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---
30 36 10 Housewife 4.7 5.1 5·9 --- 5.0 20 12 40 21 19 F 48 45 23 F 116I
31 31 10 Inspector 6.3 1.1
--- ---
11.3 14 8 55 56 29 p -- -- -- - I 140
32 29 8 Not Indicated 5.7 5.1 6.4
---
6.3 20 12 12 15 13 F 39 43 20 F 102
33 39 12 Soc.Wk.Alde 6.2 6.3 7.1 6.2 1·9 23 12 20 35 25 F 44 47 32 F 123
34 39 12 Food Service 1.4 7.7 --- --- 10.8 14 12 49 11 28 F 47 52 30 F 129
35 36 12 Typist 6.5 1.2
---
7.2 10.8 15 8 25 52 22 F -- -- -- - 99
36 41 8 Sewing Machine 5.3 5·9 6.3 --- 9.1 21 12 46 60 18 F 57 57 27 p 141
31 28 12 Not Indicated 4.1 5.0
---
3.5 4.4 15 12 13 26 17 F 22 18 17 F 57
38 33 12+ Housewife 5.4 5.4 ...- 5.3 6.2 13 8 12 81 28 P
-- -- -- -
181
39 41 8+ Food Service 6.6 6.8 1.2 5.8 7.5 19 12
-- -- -- -
25 38 25 F 88
40 31 12 Assembly Line 6.9 7.0 1.1
--- ---
9 4
-- -- -- -
59 39 31 p 129
* Drop-OUts
0'\
0'\
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.Key Position Descriptions
Occ~aUo~lCodi-2~3-1~5-~~1~~~~~~~~~~~-
Craft Lldailha"ndler
MAIL HANDLER-LEVEL 4
Chapter B
Key J:Josition 8
BASIC FUNCTION.-Loads, unloads, and moves bulk mail, and performs other duties
incidental to the movemellt and processing of mail.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.-
(A) Unloads mail received by trucks. Separates all mail received by trucks
and conveyors for subsequent dispatch to other conveying units, and sep-
arates and delivers working mails for delivery to distribution areas.
(B) Places empty sacks or pouches on racks, labels them where labels are pre-
arranged or racks are plainly marked, dumps mail from sacks, cuts ties,
faces letter mail, carries mail to distributors for processing, placesproc-
essed mail into sacks, removes filled sacks and pouches from racks,
closes and locks same. Picks up sacks, pouches, and outside pieces,
separates outgoing bulk mails for dispatch and loads mail onto trucks.
(C) Handles and sacks empty equipment, inspects empty equipment for mail
content, restrings sacks.
(D) Cancels stamps on parcel post, operates canceling machines, carries mail
from canceling machine to distribution cases.
(E) Assists in supply and slip rooms and operates addressograph; mimeo-
graph,and similar machines.
(F) In addition, may perform any of the following duties:
(i) Acts as armed guard for valuable registry shipments and as watch-
man and guard around post office building.
(ii) Makes occasional simple distribution of parcel post mail requiring
no scheme knowledge.
(iii) Operates electric fork-lift trucks.
(iv) Rewraps soiled or broken parcels.
(v) Performs other miscellaneous duties, such as stamping tickets, weigh-
ing incoming sacks, cleaning and sweeping in workrooms, offices,
and trucks where such work is not performed by regular cleaners.
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPs.-Reports to a foreman or other designated
supervisor.
TL-68-9, 7-1-68
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Mail Handler
DESCRIPTION OF \-lOll~ - Persons appointed to these positions load~ unload, :lnd__ movo:
bulk mail~ and perform d';,lties incidentail. to the movement and processing- of mail.
The duties may incl\\de separa.ting of mail for delivery to conveying units or to
rlistributi?n points, inspecting, arl·anging~ and labeling empty sacks; facing letter
Llti.il~ canceling stomps or pacel post» operating canceling' machine ~ addreaaograph, "
~uGographz ope~ating fork-lift ~ruckj ~owrapping parcels, atco
· R~gQl::''':C~ R.EI2UIH.~}!L .. Applicants must actually reside within tho delivery area
of the }~lwaw<ee, Wisconsin Post Office or be bona fide patrons of that office.
Fersons now employed in the Milwaukee I WisconsL~ Post Office will be considered
bona fide 'patrons of the office. .
A'GTt: r:rETTS ~ The minimum age ~i.mit for these, positions is 18~ however S) this age
li.mit :ts waived for high schl:'ol.graduates or'pcrsons.'iho will gradun.ta vlithin six
tionths of Closing Date 0 Tht")y may be appointed when they reach their 16th birthday
providiJd local chiJ.d labor laws permit 0 There is no maximurl1 age limit 0 .
PL\CE OF ~JBA!r&ti .. The writ-ten test will beheld' only in Milwa.ukee~ Wisconsin.
(Code No o 38-13)0 .
~T. - You vtill be rated on a t.est o~ abili~y.~o ,foll.ow o~al d~~cti9ns~ and. ,gr_os~,
dexterity~ and a test of -understandfilg of wor~ meanings, and ability to remember
names- "and locations as needed for simple sorting. - You must pass the test of ability
to fo11o\-I oral dire~tions and grous dexterity 9 a~ well as the combination of both
tests" You should expect to spend about two lx>ura in the examination room.
NATURE QE ~QltITtn~,~~s - A?pointments to these positions will be career appoint~,
.merit. \mless othcnlise lind.ted.o The .first year of service will be a probationary
. pel~iodo Compet5.t:i.v·e status will be granted on satisfa.ctory completion of the
prcbationa.ry period 0 Persons who are 70 or oJ..der on the day they enter on duty
~~ll be given tempora~ limited appointments for' not, to exceed one yearo Agencies
.~y renew 5~ch appointments. ·Persons receiving tempora~ limited appointments
Nill not thereby acquil~e a competitive civil sertice statuso
MSICAL i1I1IL.11'1_~ 1.f§1ill.ED - AppLica.tions must be physically able to perfonn effi-
cient~ the duties of the positionp which are described elsewhere in this annour.ce-
ment 0 Good distant vision in one eye and ability to read without strain printed
material the size of typewritten characters are required, glasses permittedo A-
'bility to hear the conversational VOiC6 i with or'without a hea~ing aid, is re-
quiredo Persons with an amputation of arm,p hand.$» leg or foot should not applyo
Any physical condition which would cause the applicant to be a. hazard to himselt
or others will disqua.lify tor a.ppointment.
STR?:!\GTH T?BT .. 'W'hall the Post Office ha.s a job opening, if' your ra.ting is high
e~o\lgh and you al~e considered for appointment ~ you will be called for a strength
test (in which you will shoulder and carry a'mail sack weighing 80 pounds) and
possibly additional tests of agility and stamina. '
IlliQERPRI1ITINQ .. Fingerprints will be taken ot all p'ersons' appointed from this
e.x.aminationo
pa CODE: C-l, 2, 3; D-l; E.
MAIL HANDLER PES 2231
Chapter B
Key Posztzon 11
Key Position Descriptions
Occupational Code 2310-01*
Occupational Code 2310-53**
Craft -carrier*
Craft-Special Delivery Messenger**
CITY OR SPECIAL CARRIER*OR SPECIAL DELIVERY MESSENGER**LEVEL 5
BASIC FUNCTION.-!S responsible for the prolnpt and efficient delivery and collec-
tion of mail on foot or by vehicle under \Tarying conditions in a prescribed area
within a city. As a representative of the postal service, mail1tains pleasant and effec-
tive public relations with route patrons and otllers, requiring a general familiarity
with postal la\vs, regulations, and procedures commoilly used, and witll the geog-
raphy of the city.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.-
(A) Routes or cases all classes of mail in sequence of delivery along all estab-
lished route. Rearranges and relabels cases as required by route adjust-
ments and changes in deliveries.
(B) Withdravvs mail from the distribution case and prepares it in seque11ce
for efficient delivery by himself or a substitute alon.g an establisllcd route.
Prepares and separates all classes of mail to be carried by truck to relay
boxes along route for subsequent delivery.
(C) Enters change of address orders in change of address ,book alld on ap-
propriate form. Readdresses mail to be for\varded and marks for
appropriate handling other mail addressed to route patrons \VI10 have
moved. Sorts such mail into throw-back case for convenient 11andling
by clerks.
(D) Delivers mail along a prescribed route, on a regular schedule, picking
up ad'ditional mail from relay boxes. Collects mail from street letter
boxes and accepts letters for mailing from patrons. Such ser\iice may be
rendered on foot or by vehicle and in some instances may consist
exclusively of parcel post delivery or collection of mail.
(E) Delivers and collects charges on custo.ms., postage-due, and c. o. d. Inail
matter. Delivers and obtai11s receipts for registered and certaill insured
mail. Receipts for such matter, except insured mail, at the post office
before beginning route and accounts for it UpOll return by payments of
the amounts collected and delivery of receipts taken..
(F) Deposits mail collected in the post office upon return from route; faces
such mail for stamp cancellation.
(G) Cllecks, and corrects if necessary, mailing cards presented by advertisers
bearing names and addresses of patrons or forIner patrons of the route.
(H) Furnishes patrons with postal information wIlen requested, and pro-
vides change of address cards and other postal forms as requested.
(I) Reports to supervisor all unusual incidents or conditions relating to mail
delivery, including condition of-street letter boxes and timecards.
TL-68-9, 7-1-68
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Key Position DescriptionsChapter B
Key Position l1--Continued
(J) Regular city carriers assigned to foot delivery routes are required to
become proficient in tIle casing of mail on at least one other foot delivery
route.
(K) Substitute city carriers may be assigned to perform clerical duties and
may be required to pass examinations on schemes of city primary
distribution.
(L) Special-delivery carriers a11d special-delivery messengers receive special-
delivery mail for delivery and sign c. o. d. and registered items at post
office before beginning route; deliver on foot and by vehicle special-
delivery mail to patrons; obtain signatures vvhen required; collect
amounts and fees on c. o. d.'s; in case of absent patrons, exercise judg-
ment in determining "vhether to leave mail or leave notice and return
mail to post office; return receipts and moneys collected to authorized
personnel at post office.
(M) In addition, may perform any of the following duties:
(i) Checks hotels and other such establishments to insure that mail for
residents undeliverable as addressed is not improperly held.
(ii) Delivers stamps or other paper supplies to contract or classified
stations.
(iii) Serves at carriers' delivery window.
(iv) Receives and registers, where practical, all letters and packages of
first-class matter properly offered for registration and gives receipt
therefor.
(v) Makes delivery on other routes as assigned.
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPs.-Reports to a postmaster or assistant post-
master, or other designated supervisor.
TL-68-9, 7-1-68
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Key Position Descriptions
Occupational Code 2315 -04
Craft -c lerk
DISTRIBUTION CLERK-LEVEL 5
Chapter B
Key Position 12
BASIC FUNCTION.-Separates mail in a post office, terminal, airmail field, or other
postal facility in accordance with established schemes, including incoming or out-
going mail or both.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.-
(A) Makes primary and one or more secondary distributions of incoming
mail by delivery point (for example, classified or contract station or
branch or other delivery unit, general delivery, lockboxes, rural or star
route, or city carrier route) based on a knowledge of the distribution
scheme established for that office.
(B) Makes primary and one or more secondary distributions of outgoing
mail for dispatch (for example, by city, State, region, train, highway
or railway post office, or airmail flight) based on a knowledge of the
distribution scheme prescribed by the Postal Transportation Service.
(C) In addition, may perform any of the following duties:
(i) Maintains records of mails.
(ii) Examines balances in advance deposit accounts.
(iii) Faces and cancels mail.
(iv) Ties mail and inserts facing slips.
(v) Opens and dumps pouches and sacks.
(vi) Operates cancelling machines.
(vii) Records and bills mail (for example, c. o. d., registered, and so
forth) requiring special service.
(viii) Renders service at public windows.
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPs.-Reports to a foreman or other designated
superVIsor.
TL-68-9, 7-1-68 GPO 866·696
~(ey .losition 10 OCCUPl~TIOrJAL CODE 57(3
MeTeR VERXCLE OPERATOR-LEVEL ~ ~
Bt~SIC FUNcr£:o~~. -Operates a mail truclt or, a :-:e:7;ularly scJ.1e"1:r..:le~1
~"01.:!.'~~e to pi.cl< up ar:("~ ~.:ra',l:.!sport mail in l)ull<.
DUTIES AND RESPO~SITIILITIES.-
'.(A) Picks Ul:> a·~ld delivers bulk qL1.ar~t:l.~:ies 0 -:: mail at
statio2S, branch offices, and te~minal points; as
re~uired, picks up mail from collection boxes and
deposi'i:S mail in relay boxes.
(B) Operates truck in conformity wi~~ time schedules
and rules o:? sa.f'ety, and irl acco:t:c"lar}ce ,,'lith ir..-
struct:'loi~,'s 1:e~ar(Jing the rOl'!te :=o:c ~]t1ic:':1 respor.~­
sible.
(C) Ascertains the condition of the t~uck prior to
leavin3 a~d upon returning to the garage; reports
all acc~.(len.·i:s, mec11anica:l de'Pec"l:S "n.oted, arid
mechanical :~;ailures "t-Jllile on rot:"~:t~.
(0) In adcli..~:io·tJ, may per(~orm al1.y o~f 'I:l-:e follo'to1in:; c1ut:iwes:
{i) Dr:;.v"es a tractor a11d semi t:ra:".ler Ofl occasi.on)
Ufil0C1C,in3 bagged mail ancl pacl~ages at post
o·F:~:i_·ces and pickirl2; up mail :r-:'o:~ delivery to
a ·~en·tTal point.
(i:;~) Prepares daily trip reports' S~',lowjng t"Jorl< per-
forn1ecl.
(iii) Makes minor mechanical repa~rs to truck in
emer2~encies llhile on route.
CR~JIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS.-Reports to a superintendent
of motor vehicles or other designated SU?~~ViSOL.
Element Questions
Element A => Abi).it,y to drive trucks safely (considering trucks used in the
kind of job for which you are applying). You must show that you
have a satisfacto;y experience recQrd.
Elemen"L B => Abi,l.ity to drive trucks under local driving conditions.
E:}~ement C => Q~~ldaqility and reliability as a v"ehicle operator.
Elelnent D c= A~lity to follow instructions and prepare trip and other reports.
Be s'ure t~T~n Y:.9"ur name on the last Page of the Supplemental Experience
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BASIC FUNCTION.-Rcpairs mail trucks, illcluding the removal a.nd installation
of COlllplcte nl0tors, C)lltC}lCS, transmissions, and otl1cr m~jor component parts•
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.-
(A) Diaglloscs mccl1anical and' <?pcrati11g difficulties of vehicles, repairing
defects, rcplacillg worn or broken parts. .
(B) Adjusts and tunes up engines, clcanillg fuel pUlnps, carburetors, and
--~~ radiators; regulates timing, and makes other ncccs~ary adjustments to
maintain in proper operating condition trucks that arc in service.
(0) R(~pairs or replaces automotive electrical C(luipmcnt such as generators,
starlcr:-t, ignition systems, distributors, and wiring; installs and sets n~w
spark plugs.
(D) C011ducts road tests of vehicles after repairs, noting performance or,
cngillc, clutell) transmissioll, brakes, and otllcr parts.
(E) Operates staJldard tYIJCS of nloderll garage testing equipment.
(F) In addition, may perform any of tIle following duties:
(i) ltcmovcs, disassembles, reassembles, and installs entire engines.
(ii) Ov~rhauls transmission, rear end assemblies, and braking systems.
(iii) Straightcns framcs and axles, wd~ing broken' parts where required.
'(iv) Makes road calls to make tmergcncy repairs. ,
(v) Makes required tru~ inspections. ·
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPs.-Reports to a forema'n of mechanics or other.'
'designated supervisor.' '. ' . ....
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Q~a~tions to be Answe~ed
orJ.. S·u.pplamer~tal Experience. St;atenh~T~t for
Alrl10~1OT I V'E !~I~~Ctil'" ~1~;~ (.;
Th'is sheet tells yo,u how to complete Form 630" Q'Supp~eYnen\'al Exp8Tience StatemerfG.U
Fill :n the .headi.r:g of Fornl 630 - ... the titl,a of ~;he j(Jb '~3 H).. tlto~i1Cr,~"~r'S~ 1J.<"\~hMn·1C9n
.. Now fill in yo().r~orrrplet.e :!ame~ date of birth o street, city and st~te. 'Fo~ ~30
provides tJpa<::es t·o be fll16d tn for element~ A th~ough Ie }.. r'.S\v-::'T th'A que~-:t:O~1S
abo'ut Elamer.t A l.n the space marked Elemer~t A on ~"'orm 630. ~"or ~ch element,
ntlrn'bar' YO';"~' a~~ll to co:eres·pond to the ~umbar of the questions on this sheet.
yo··..~ rr;c.sl. 8T~S"vi'e:' e;,.-erv' gues",~, ion for ea ch elerrlent. In a~nswe1·irlg the 'quest ions, givo
all e~1>erlence and tral.ningl) paid and unpa.ld o part-t ime and full-t ime. in school
ar~d out Qftj,c~.·lo~llJ ir! the Armed Forces D in hobbies 9 etc. You may a.nswer the
questions ;rour~elf c:' ha"/e. someone }lelp you.
Element ~uestions
Elemer~ A ~~ Knowledge of automotive equipment (4 questions)·
( I)'
(2)
( 3)
(4)
Element B
(1)
Ll~t~ t.he kind.s t}f automc~lve vehicles you hav'e repaired (trucks 0 automobiles t
et.c. )0
List the kinas of au'comotive systems you have r'ep·aired (brake systems.
rear'·er~dD t.ransmission\} steering 9 etc.).
Giv~ tha types of installation, adjustment~ alignment. etc. you have done.
Des1cri be a\lljomotlve problems you have encountered and how you solved them.
Ab1.11.'t)- to raa.d and u!lde~st8,nd manua,l.s· a,11d reference materials (4
'l£6St tons)
List the service manuals~ references t and catalogs you have used or can use
in wo~k.
(2) Mention the specific situations where you were required to consult such
references and interpret data o
(3) Tell purpose of reference -- -+;0 order parts p to install~ etc.(4) How mu;cn interpretation did you make yourself?
au ervision
( . )\.l Gi"J'e eXaJ71ple6 fr~m ;y"our e:x.perience~ ah.owing how much you are able to do
witho~t help from supervisor~.
Describe the types of jobs you have finished without baing told what to do.
Tell a.bout any su.pervision you ga.ve to helpers or other employees.'
ElemerA.t D -- Prev'entive malnter~ance on mechanical equipment (? Questions)
(1) Give examples of t116 pretrler~ti1re maintenance work done 'by you to maintain
operat:lr.g effi,c'tenc'y of mechErJ.ical equipment 1) especially automotive.
(2) Show how you have pre7e~ted faulty operation or breakdown through your
kLowledge of sources of troubls 9 etc.
Element E -- Troubleshootlng (Electrica.l) (3 quest ions)
(1) What '.i s the nature a.nd extent of your exper'lence or trA.ining in adjustment 9
I'epa:ir~ or replacement of electrical equipment~ especia.llyautomotive?
(2) C~te spec1.f1.c: example~ whIch you he.va done which shows that you ha.ve this
ability or skill.
(3) Mention electrical devices yeu have repaired.
Element F -- As sembly t di aas sainbly t and reasserebly of 2~~.~~.hJ·:1'1i~:'~:,~_~:i;~~'.J~~:~}lt
(3 questions)
(1) Show that you have such ability or skill by describing your experience in
,...engine overhaul t res.r end overhaul t trra.nsmis9ion overh.aul, etc.
(2) To what tolerance have you done assembly work?
(3) Describe the methods you have used.
Element G -- Using hand and power tools (2 questions)
(1) Describe the hand~work done by you which required the use of hand or
power tools.
(2) Give examples of the tools used and the situations which gave you an
opportunity to show your skill with tools, (e.g., reamers, torque
wrenches, etc.).
Element H -- Troubleshooting (Mechanical) (3 questions)
(1) Give examples of the type of mechanical troubleshooting you have done.
(2) Mention equipment you can use (eog., for adjustment of carburetor.
timing, compression, etc.).
(3) Have you ever done troubleshooting a.fter other mechanics have not been
able to discover the source of trouble; if so, descr.ibe.
Element I -- Knowledge and use of measuring instruments (3 questions)
(1) What measuring instruments can you use - indicators, gages~ etc.?
(2) To, what tolerances are you s.ble to measure?
(3) Give examples of your experience or tra.ining with such instruments, mention-
ing systems or parts which you measured.
Be sure to sign your nB.me on the last pa.ge of the Supplementa.l Experience
Sta.tement.
ANSWER EACH QUESTION IN 'DETAIL.
IF MORE PAPER IS NEEDED, ATTACH
SHEETS OF WRITING PAPER.
'/{ey Pas ition Descj'iptions Crzal?ter n
-0-'c"'::'c-u"':"'p-a-t-io-na-l.-...o:-C-o-d~e~6~95-5----------------K-;'-;:-ey-';1.J05 ztioTl, 9
GARAGEMAN-LEVTIL \ +
B,\SIC FUNCTION.-Performs a variety of routine sCf\,ices incidental to t11c proper
rnaintcnance of motor vehicles.
DUTIES A~D R~s~oNsInILITIES.-
(A) Lubricates trucl<.s in accordance witl1 lubrication charts and type of
truck.
(B) Cllangcs crankc~":)c oil and [1 tcr cleaners and cleans case in, conform-
once wi lh ins tr\.lctiollS :In,l veh ic;c n1ilcagc. . .
(C) C11a11ges tires and mal<cs necessary repairs.
(D) Was11cs and steam-cleans trucl{s.
(E) Assists automotive n1cc11anics.
(F) Fuels and oils trucl{s.
(G) Cleans garage, garage office, swing room, ~nd ,washroom, as assigned.
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPs.-Reports to a foreman of mechanics or other
("~csigl1atcd supervisor... :,: ", . ':, ; ~',': '.J: . , ,', . i;,', ;', ~ ~
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Questions to be Answered by Competitors
on Supplemental Experience Statement
Garageman
This sheet is to be used along with Form 630, Supplemental Experience Sta'te-
mente
Fill in the heading of Form 630. Fill in your complete name, date of birth,
street, city and state.
In answering the questions, tell about all experience and training, paid or
unpaid, part-time or full-time, in school or out of school, in the Armed Forces,
in hobbies, etc. It is all 'right for you to answer the questions yourself or to
have someone help you do it.
Element Questions
Element A - Ability to service trucks.
Tell about your experience or training in lubricating trucks, busses, cars,
etc.; changing oil and filter cleaners; cleaning crankcase; changing and repair-
ing tires; servicing with fuel and hydraulic fluid; replacing' fan belts, spark
plugs, light bulbs; washing and cleaning trucks, busses, cars, etc.; moving
trucks or busses. Tell the kind and size of trucks, busses or cars involved.
Element B - Ability to r~;';;t-;~d written instructionsi and fill out forms.
Mention charts and catalogs you used, including lubrication charts, catalogs for
spark plugs, light bulbs, ignition parts, etc. Tell why you used them, and how
much help your supervisor gave you in understanding them. If you ke~8ny'records
(such as records of servicing vehicles) or invento~ies or filled in forms, tell
about them.
~ Element C - Ability to work independently.
Tell about the kinds 'of work you have done on your .own , with no advice from a
supervisor. Have you supervised other workers? If so tell about it.
Element D - Ability to help mechanics.
I'
tr\.~1..~tl~ .. " Tell about ,any repair work you have done on automotive or other equipment, and
lwhat tools you used. Tell about any work you did helping truck or auto mechanics.
Element E - Reliabilit¥ and dependability as a Garageman.
Cite any evidence to show you were a steady, reliable worker. How is your
attendance record where you have worked? If you have not been able to hold any
recent job for 8 fair period of time, explain why you left.
Be sure to sign your name on the last page of the Supplemental Experience
Statement.
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Custodial-Laborer
BA.§:1S OF RATING - Competitors will be rated on the \'1ritten. test on ~ sca~ELQ.f lQQ-2.
To pass the \iritten .test, competitors must attaiIl an' earned rating of at least 70 0
Furthermore, competitors may be required to attain minimumpaasing scores on por-
tions of the test as a whole. ---.-------
____ "".4 .• -
\··[rUTTEN TEST - No experience is required to qualify in this examination 0 However]l
appliCaJlts will be required .to pass a, writt.en test consisting of questions de-
signed to test ability to learn and perfo~ the duties of the positions which are
described elsewhere in this. announceraento.The ~lI'itten test. will include the fol-
lowing subjects: (l} Word me~g; (2) !1.~~.h~_~~_l..~pt~~,ude; ~(.31-=~~4~_~~t; (4) A-
-.r!-~.h~.~~_~~J. (5_1__~~~ te.rn ..l1a~.c~~go.. No .sample questions are available 0
TD~. !LEQUIl~ED - Approximately forty-five minutes '\iill be required to complete the
written testo Additional time will be required for completion of necessary forms]l
reading ~ample questions and directions for conducting the test i etc o Total time
in the ~ation room will be approximately one and one-half hours o
.NATURE OF APPOINTMENTS -Appointments to these positions wil~ be career appoirJ.t-
ment unless otherwise limited. Employment in some positions may be less t~an 40
hours per weeko 'The first year of service will be a probationa~ periodo The
appointment becomes pe~anent on satisfactory completion of the probationa~
periodo
Persons who are 70 or older on the day they enter on duty will be given temporary
limited appointments for not to exceed one year 0 Agencies may renew such o.,p-
pointments o Persons receiving temporary limited appointments will not thereby
acquire a competitive civil service status.
CERTIFICATION - In certifying eligibles to positions in the Post Office Department
, pre£erenc~ will be given to persons who reside in ~he post office local zone where.
the vacancy existso A person employed by the post office' where the vacancy exists'
is consider-ad a local eligible, . regardless of his. address 0
In certifying eligibles to other Federal agencies certification will be made of
the highest eligibles on the register who will accept appointment at the place
where the vacancy exists. .
l&! LIMITS ... The ,minimum age limit 'for these positions is 18~ however.\) this
..age limi.t is "-laived for high school graduates o They may be appointed when they
reach their 16th birthday provided local child labor laws permit. There is no
maximum age limit 0
PHYSICAL ABIUTIES NEEDED - Applicants must be physically able to perform effi-
ciently the duties of the po~ition, which are described elsewhere in this announce-
ment o Good distant vision in one eye and ability to read without strain printed
material the size of typewritten characters are required~ glasses permitted o A-
bility to hear the conversational voice, with or without a hearing aid, is re-
quired for most positions; however~ some positions may be suitable for the deafo
In most instances, an amputation of leg or foot will not disqualify an applicant
for appointment~ although it may be necessary that this condition be compensated
by use of satisfactory prosthesiso Any physical condition which would cause the
applicant to be a hazard to himself or others will disqualify for appointment.
PR Code: A-); B-4, 5, 6]1 7, 8; C-1, 2, 3; D-2J E
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'l'est .No.4
ADDRESS CHECKING
Each question in this test consists of two addresses which you are to compare.
Mark the space under A if they are exactly Alike in every way. Mark the space
under D if they are Different.
Here are some sample questions for you to do. Mark your answers to them on
the Sample Answer Sheet on this page. (Do not spend more than 5 minutes on this
page. )
Sample Questions
1 2134 S 20th St 2134 S 20th St
Since the two addresses are exactly alike, mark A
for question 1 on the Sample Answer Sheet.
2 4608 N Warnock St 4806 N Warnock St
3 1202 W Girard Dr 1202 W.Girard Rd
4 239 Summit PI 239 Summit PI
5•...................2207 Markland Ave 2207 Markham Ave
SAMPLE ANSWBR
SHEET
A 0
1 ~ ~
A 0
2 ~ ~
A D
3 ~ ~
A 0
4 ~ ~
A 0
5 ~ ~
Now compare your answers with the
Correct Answers for Sample Questions.
If your answers are not the same as the
correct answers shown, go back and
study the samples to see where you made
a mistake.
CORRECT ANSWERS FOR
SAMPLE QUESTIONS
A 0
1 I ~
A 0
2 ~ I
A 0
3 ~ I
A 0
41 ~
A 0
5 ~ I
When you begin the test, work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
Do as many questions as you can in 8 minutes. At the end of 8 minutes, mark
your place so that you can find out how well you have done; then you may work
the rest of the test for practice.
Now take the special answer sheet for Test No. 4 and begin.
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REMEMBER: Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.
Use "A" for "Alike" and "D" for "Different."
Work as quickly as you can.
1.... 206 Carter St NW
2 .5051 84th Ave NE
3 . 3707 N Baywood St
4_. __ . .__478 W Quarry St
5 .__ . Coburg Iowa
6 8256 Ashmead La
7 . 7809 Ingomar St SE
8. .. 1526 Macomb Rd SW
9..... 2.194 E Ne\vport St
10 5051 Oakhurst Ct
11 .. .__2836 E Dunbar Ave
12.. ._Trenton N C
13. . 5748 Shillington Ter
14 . 936 Ontario St NE
15. .__ . 4186 McPherson Pkwy
16 . .2418 N Allerton St
17__ .:_. .__ .5376 Redrock Dr SE
18 ._Mustang Okla
19 . 1672 Cranberry Ave
20 . 8934 S Caroline St
21 2353 Glenbrook PI NW
22 7165 Pettigrew Blvd
23 8634 15th St NE
24. 9207 W 48th Ave
25 Cornland III
26. . 3724 13th St NW
27 ..._.. __ .8326 Newcomb La SE
28 .. .2946 Jeffers Highway
29 2.144 62nd Ave
30__ . .. .Franklin Pa
31 ._216 W Bayard Blvd
32 . .6078 Fairhaven Ave
33 . .Manchester Ohio
34_. ._.Ulysses Nebr
35 3582 22nd Rd
36.__ ..... Andover Maine
37_. . 4621 E Cliveden PI NW
38. ... 3915 N 78th St
39 .. 6345 Oronoco St
40- ----7182 MSt NW
41 .1365 N Langston Ave
42 _.._.._._917 Willoughby Ter
43.._.. _. ._2956 Goldengate Dr
44 ..... __ .__ ..4581 Lemont 'St NE
45- .__ ._._8027 N HAve SW
46----.--.- Mariposa Calif
47.. .. _. __ 10772 Hightower St
48 . 729 E 308th Ave
49.. __ .. _. .11084 W Greenacres Rd
50 .. __ .6492 Woodland Ct SE
206 Carter St NW
5051 84th Ave NE
3707 N Baywood St
478 E Quarry St
Coburg Iowa
8256 Ashmead La
7809 Ingoman St SE
1526 Macomb Rd NW
2194 E Newport St
5051 Oakhurst St
2836 E Dunbar-Ave
Trenton S C
5748 Shirlington Ter
936 Ontario St NE
4816 McPherson Pkwy
2418 N Alberton St
5376 Redrock Dr SE
Mustang Okla
1627 Cranberry Ave
8934 S Caroline St
2353 Glenbrook Pt NW
7165 Pettigrew Blvd
8364 15th St NE
9207 W 84th Ave
Cortland III
3724 12th St NW
8326 Newcomer La SE
2946 Jeffers Heights
2144 62nd Ave
:F'ranklin La
216 W Bayard Blvd
8076 Fairhaven Ave
Winchester Ohio
Ulysses Nebr
3582 22nd Rd
Andover Main~
4621 E Cliveden PI NW
3915 W 78th St
6354 Oronoco St
7132 N StNW
1365 N Langstone Ave
917 Willoughby Ter
2956 Goldengate Dr
4581 Lamont St NE
8027 N HAve SW
Maricopa Calif
10772 Hightower St
729 E 308th Ave
11084 N Greenacres Rd
4692 Woodland Ct ,SE
GO ON TO NUMBER 51 ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Test No.5
This is a test of your ability to follow instructions. Study the instructions
carefully so that you will know what to do when you take the test. The material on
this page is a sample. Do not use a separate answer sheet until you begin the test.
Study this page for 10 minutes, or longer if you must. Be sure you understand the
samples before you begin the test.
Belcn\' are a SORTING SCHEME and a KEY. In the SORTING SCHEME is a Jist of post offices. Each post office
is followed by a letter. :F'or example, after "Guilford~' is the letter uF." This uF" refers to the KEY at the right which
reads "F Atlantic G." Mail for Guilford is sent by way of Atlantic on Train 6. Always begin with a post office in the
S()RTING SCIIEME and find the train number in the KEY.
KEY
S()H'rl N(; SCHEME Man lent by way of-
Atlantic
Greta
Guilford
Hopeton
Hopkins
Keller
Mears
Melfa
Nandua
Oak Hill
F"_ .....
0 _
F .. __ . _
K .. _
I. __ . __ ._._
J _
T _
G _
M _
H _
Painter
Parksley
Paulson
Sanford
Shields
Silva
Tangier
Tasley
Withams
1* .. _
H _
S _
J _
0 _
J _
G .
p---------
F Atlantic
G Melfa
H Oak I-lill
I Hopkins
J Tangier
K Hopeton
M Painter
o Greta
P Keller
S Sanford
T Parksley
6 _
2 _
7 _
3 _
8 _
6 _
9 _
4 _
8AMPLt; ANSWER
SHEf:T
A 8 C 0 E
1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
A a c 0 E
2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
A 8 C 0 E
3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
A 8 C 0 E
4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
A 8 C 0 E
5 U ~ ~ U ~
Bulletin No.2:
Offices Established
Add to SORTING SCHEME: Saxis by way of F.
Changes in Routing
(When chanJCing SORTING SCHEME chAnge KEY. too, if the
name is in KEY.)
Paulson by way or G. Parksley by way of O.
On which train should you put mail for:
ABC D E
4. Mears 4 5 7 9 10
5. Silva 2 3 5 7 9
NOTE.-If you have chosen 4 for Mears, you have not
made the chaJlge for Parksley in both SORTING SCHEME
and KEY. Mail for Mears should be sent through T
Parksley 0 by way of 0 Greta on Train 9.
Now compare your other anlwers with thole given below.
To make the change for Silva, cross out the "0" after
Silva in the SORTING SCHEME and write "I." No\v
your SORTING SCHEME for Silva should read
"Silva 0 I."
Make the other changes ordered.
Mark on the Sample Answer Sheet the space for the
letter showing the train on which you should put mail for:
ABC D E
2. Tasley 2 3 7 8 10
3. Withams 4 6 8 9 10
o E
I ~
o E
~ ~
8 C
~ ~
8 C
I ~
A
4 ~
A
5 ~
o E
~ I
o E
~ ~
R C
~ ~
8 C
~ I
A
2 ~
A
3 ~
ChlJ,nges in Routing
(Whttn changing SORTIN<:J SCHEME chanae KEY, too. If the
name il in KEY.)
Silva by way of I. ChanK~ KEY G to reAd:
Shields by way of O. G Train 10.
(Croll out MelfA 2 in the KEY.)
Melfa by way of H.
CQ1npleting the Key:
Look at "Painter" in the KEY. It is not followed by a
number. Write after it the letter which you find after
Painter in the SORTING SCHEME. Your KEY should
now read UM Painter I." Find the letters after Keller and
Parksley in the SORTING SCHEME and write them after
those offices in the KEY.
Recording ansuJers:
In each question below, a post office name is followed by
five train numbers. Use the SORTING SCHEME and
KEY to find the correct train number. Then see what
column (A, B, C, D, or E) the correct train number is in,
and mark the space under this letter on the Sample Answer
Sheet.
SampleQuestion Post ABC D E
No. Office
1. Painter 2 3 5 7 9
Since Painter is followed by the letter "I" in the SORT-
ING SCHEME, mail fo~ Painter is routed by way of Hop-
kins on Train 3. Since the number 3 after Painter in
question 1 is in column B, you should have blackened the
space under B for question 1 on the Sample Answer Sheet.
Making Changes in the SORTING SCHEME and KEY:
Never put numbers in the SORTING SCHEME. Make
chanKes from the Bulletins exactly 8S they direct you to.
Never cross out names in the SORTING SCHEME. i
Bulletin No.1:
Now take an answer sheet, turn the paget and work on the test for 20 minutes.
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Work as quickly as you can without making mistakes.
At the end of 20 minutes, mark your place so that
you 'can find out how well you have done. Then
finish the test for practice.
Mail Bent hy way of--
Amboy
Ashley
Brocket
Corwin
Crane
Dean
Dunlow
Edmon
Farnham
Glade
u-----------
p_o _
F _
0-- _
1 _
J.- _
T- _
J . _
M _
H_. _
SORTING SCHEME
Holley P------------
Locust P------------
Mapes M _
Midland F _
Norden L - _
Oakboro 0 _
Owens F _
Potter 0 _
Randle S _
Rowan R .
Shaft
Sparks
Toliver
Trego
Wilbem
s- --- --
K_. .__
J- _
K . .
R . _
KEY
F Midland
H Mapes
I Toliver
J ~~dmon
K Sparks
M Farnham
o Corwin
PAshley
R Rowan
S Shaft
T Locust
U Trego
5 _
6 _
11. _
15. _
3 _
13 _
7 _
16 _
Wl1bern by way of M.
Holley by way of Roo
Broeket by way of T.
9. Rowan
10. Owens
11. Glade
12. Shaft
Di1-ections: Look at Mapes in the KEY. It is not fol-
lowed by a number. llut the SORTING SCHEME shows
that mail for Mapes is sent by way of "M." So write I'M"
after Mapes in the KEY. This means that nlai) for Mapes
is sent by way of KEY M, which reads "Farnham 15."
Therefore, Mapes mail is routed by way of F'arnham on
Train 15. Now find the letters for Toliver, Locust, and
Trego in the SORTING SCHEME and write those letters
after the names in the KEY.
Now, for the offices listed below, use the SORTING
SCHE~1E and KEY to find the number of the train on
which you should put mail for each office. After each
office there are five suggested train numbers in columns
labeled A, B, C, D, and E. To mark your answer on the
separate answer sheet, blacken the space underneath the
letter of the correct answer, in the row that has the same
number as the number of the question you are answering.
A B C D E
1. Mapes 3 5 6 11 15
2. Randle 6 7 11 13 16
3. Crane 3 5 6 7 13
4. Potter 3 6 7 11 15
5. Amboy 5 11 13 15 16
6. Farnham 6 7 11 15 16
7. Glade 5 6 7 13 15
8. Corwin 3 7 11 15 16
Bulletin No.1:
Changes in Routing
(When ehana-Inll SORTING SCHEME ehanare KEY. too. If the
name I. in KEY.)
Mapell by way of K.
Change K~-.y 0 to read:
o Train 9.
Corwin by way of S.
Mark on your answer sheet the space fOI ihe letter show-
ing the train on which you should put mail for: .
ABC D E
5 6 7 11 15
3 5 6 13 16
5 6 7 11 15
6 7 18 15 16
GO ON TO THE NEXT COLUMN.
A II C 1) E
13. Norden 3 5 6 7 9
14. ()akboro 3 6 7 9 11
15. Trego 9 11 13 15 16
16. Dunlow Ii 6 7 13 15
)7. Dean 6- 9 11 15 16
18. Potter 3 [) 6 7 9
19. Toliver Ii 6 9 11 13
20. Ashley 6 7 13 15 16
Bulletin No.2:
Offices Established
Add to SORTING SCHEME: Barclay by WRY of F.
Enfield by way of S.
Changes in Routing
(When ehangJng SORTING SCHEME ehanJCe KEY. too. if the
name 18 in KEY.)
Randle by way of O. Change KEY P to read:
Toliver by way of R. PAshley 3.
Mark on your answer sheet the space for the letter
showing the train on which you should put mail for:
A B C D E
21. Brocket 3 5 9 11 13
22. Crane 5 6 7 13 15
23. Potter 3 9 11 15 16
24. Glade 6 7 9 11 15
25. Toliver 7 9 13 15 16
26. Enfield 3 5 6 13 16
27. Ma~e8 7 9 11 13 15
28. HoI ey 3 7 13 15 16
29. Randle 3 9 11 13 16
30. ~arks 5 6 7 11 15
31. ilbem 6 7 9 15 16
32. Norden 5 6 7 9 13
33. Edmon 6 9 11 13 15
34. Dunlow 3 5 13 15 16
35. Amboy 6 7 9 11 13
36. Corwin 3 9 13 15 16
GO ON TO THI~ NEXT PAGE.
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Test No.6
After studying the sample questions on this page, you will have an hour and a
half for the test questions.
There are 5 suggested answers for each question. On the separate answer sheet,
find the answer space that is numbered the same as the question you are answering,
and darken the space below the letter of the best answer. Mark only one space for
each question. If you make a mistake. erase the mark completely; do not merely
cross it out.
For each sample question, decide how you would mark the answer sheet. Then
look at the Sample Answer Sheet below to see the correct answer. You should not
have to spend more than 5 minutes on these samples.
SAMPLE QUESTIONS
For eaeh sample question, deeide how you would mark the answer sheet. Then look at the Sample Answer Sheet
below to see how it should be marked.
D) essential
E) final
D) spring
E) numerals
E
o
E
o
E
I
o
o
o
n
D
o
C
n
c
I
c
n
D) speed
E) regularity
A
I ~
A
II n
A
oID
A) 431
B) 421
c) 419
D) 411
E) none of these
V. If 2 men can distribute 7,000 letters in 2
hours, in how many hours would they distrib-
ute 17,500 letters, at the same rate?
A) 3 hours D) 10 hours
B) 4% hours E) none of these
c) 5 hours
For each question marked Reading, select the
answer that is best supported by the quotation.
VI. (Reading) "In the business districts of cities
collections from street letter boxes are made
at stated hours, and (~ollectors are required to
observe these hours exactly. Any business-
man using these boxes can r~ly with certainty
upon the time of the next collection."
The quotation best supports the statement
that an important characteristic of mail col-
lections is their
A) cheapness
B) extent
C) safety
Below are the correct answers to the sample questions.
Be sure you understand how the questions are to be
answered, so that you will not make errors in the test.
SAMPLE ANSWER SHEET
8 C 0 E A B
~ ~ I ~ IVI ~
BCD E A 8
~ ~ I ~ V ~ ~
BCD E A 8
I ~ ~ ~ VI~ ~
IV. Add:
412
1 9
On the Sample Answer Sheet the space under B has
been blackened to show that watch and hands are
related in most nearly the same ways as speedometer
and pointer.
In questions like number III, the first word
in capital letters is related to the second word
in capital letters in one or more ways. The
third word in capital letters is related in the
same way or ways to one of the words that
follow.
Essential is the word that means most nearly the
same as fundamental. Therefore D is the answer to
question I, and the apace under D has been blackened
for number I on the Sample Answer Sheet.
I. To say that a point is furulamental means most
nearly that it is
A) difficult
B) drastic
c) emphasized
II. For questions like number. II, select the one
city, if any, spelled correctly.
A) Brocton, Mass. D) Mobile, Ala.
B) Yeork, Pa. E) none of these
c) Sou Falls, S. Dak.
III. SPEEDOMETER is related to POINTER as
WATCH is related to
A) case
B) hands
c) dial
Now take an answer sheet, turn the page, and work on the test for an hour and a half.
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D) available
E) planned
5. An increase of 5 percent over this year's $280
expenditure for office postage is to be allowed
for next year. If the increased allowance
is divided into equal monthly amounts, how
much can be used each month for postage?
A) $23.33 D) $28.00
B) $24.50 E) none of these
c) $25.78
1. Add:
136%
9 4%
275
2. Subtract:
9 6 3lAi
1 7 4fX;
3. Multiply:
4 7 .0 2
9 .6
4. Divide:
2 .6 /--~-7--0--2
A) 495~~
B) 496~~
C) 5051;4
D) 506%
E) none of these
A) 788112
B) 789%
c) 7981As
D) 799%
E) none of these
A) 44.1302
B) 451.392
c) 451.402
D) 4413.92
E) none of these
A) .027
B) .27
c) 2.07
D) 2.7
E) none of these
9. To say that two COUl1tses of action were open
means most nearly that two courses of action
were
A) advisable
B) discussed
c) chosen
10. To say that mailing of parcels is expedited
means most nearly that it is
A) regulated D) postponed
B) hampered E) quickened
c) anticipated
11. (Reading) "A city directory, where available,
interleaved with. suitable blank leaves and sub-
divided into a number of volu,mes equal to the
maximum number of employees assigned to
directory work at one time, shall be used to
give directory service."Where a city directory
is not published, a telephone directory, if avail-
able, may be used. Dual use of a city directory
and a telephone directory shall be confined to;".,
firm, insured,c. o. d., special handling, and'>
special delivery mail."
The quotation best supports the statement that
the use of a city directory
A) at times may pe supplemented by the use'
of a telephone/~irectory I I) I
B) is of little value unless postal directory
service is ke,pt current ( I ~
c) is less productive than is the use of a tele:-
phone dir~,ctory
D) is to be confined to insured, c. o. d., special
handling, and special delivery m~il
E) provides more accurate information than
does the use of a telephone directory
32'
1::-
'3.
6. To say that his conduct is becoming means
most nearly that his conduct is
A) improved D) suitable
B) heroic E) patient
c) considerate
7. To conform means most nearly to
A) compel D) settle
B) comply E) restrain
c) correct
8. To say that the Government bond and another
bond have the same denomination means most
nearly that they have the same
A) face value D) tax rate
B) price E) serial number
c) rate of interest
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12. (Reading) "Carriers shall be careful to deliver
mail to the persons for whom it is intended or
to ,someone authorized to receive ·it. In case
of doubt they shall make'inquiry to ascertain
the owner. Failing in this, they shall return
the mail to \~.~~ post office for disposition."
T.he quotatio . es.t 8upports the statement that
if a carrier h' s an ordinary letter for delivery,
he must
A) ask the neighbors to identify the addressee
before delivering the letter ' I J
B) deliver it only to the address placed on the b,/
letter by the sende,r
c) n.~"vr retur.n the l,et4!.,r to the. post office if
S1> h has definite knowledge of addressee's
a dressb
D) not deliver the letter if more than one un-
identified person claims to be the addressee
E) return it to the post office if the ad.(iressee
is not at home
:2 2..-
/'--
''/ .
~~
.-;..7,
'<1
I
13. (Reading) "Taxes are deducted each pay
period from the amount of salaries or wages,
including payments for overtime and night
differential, paid to employees of the .postal
service in excess of the withholding exemp-
tions allowed under the Internal Revenue Act.
The amount of tax to be withheld from each
payment of wages to any employee, except
fourth-class postmasters, will be determined
from the current official table of pay and with-
holding exemptions published by the Post
Office Department."
The quotation best supports the statement that
the salaries of most postal employees
A) are paid in amounts depending upon the
exemptions fixed by the Department
B) do not include overtime or night differen-
tial payments
c) are determined by provisions of the Inter-
nal Revenue Act
D) include taxable overtime or night differen-
tial payments that are due each pay period
E) are subject to tax deductions if the salaries
are greater than exemptions .
15. (Reading) "The Suggestion System is con-
ducted to give thorough and understanding
study to ideas presented by postal employees
for promoting the welfare of postal personnel
and for improving mail handling and other
postal business; and to encourage and reward
postal employees who think out, develop, and
present acceptable ideas and plans. Through
this system the talent and ability of postal em-
ployees are to be used for improving postal
service and reducing expenses."
The quotation best supports the statement that
one purpose of the Suggestion System is to
A) maintain a unit of experienced employees
to plan and develop improvements
B) obtain ideas that will help postal employees
improve their work
c) offer promotions to postal employees who
suggest useful changes in service
D) provide pay raises for employees who in-
crease their output
E) reduce postal operating expenses by limit-
ing postal service
D) recovery
E) weakness
16. WEALTH is related to
DISEASE is related to
A) activity
B) health
c) illness
POVERTY as
D) hold
E) cut
D) repetition
E) model
D) store
E) warehouse
D) Supreme Court
E) Treasurer
14. (Read'ing) "Letter carriers, whether assigned'
to delivery or collection duty, and special-deliv-
ery messengers shall receive all prepaid matter
bearing a special-delivery stamp, or the equiv-
alent thereof, which may be handed to them on
their trips or runs, and shall keep such matter
separate from other mail, and turn it in imme-
diately upon their arrival at the post office."
The quotation best supports the statement that
a letter carrier on delivery duty shall accept
from a patron
A) mail bearing a special-delivery stamp or
unstamped mail and money for the stamp
B) all prepaid mail handed to him and turn it
in promptly at the post office
c) special-delivery mail fully prepaid by
stamps, and deliver it to the post office
D) mail for which he receives a special-deliv-
ery fee, and keep it separate from ordinary
mail
E) special-delivery mail for posting, but make
no deliveries of special-delivery mail
17. SEPARATE is related to SPLIT as REMOVE
is related to
A) discard
B) break
c) strike
18. AUTOMOBILE is related to ~'ACTORY as
CLOTH is related to
A) clothes
B) cotton
c) mill
19. KING is related to COUNCIL as PRESIDENT
is related to
A) Cabinet
B) Congress
c) Senate
20. COUNTERFEIT is related to G.ENUINE as .
COpy is related to
A) imitation
B) process
c) newspaper
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57. (Reading) "Insured and c. o. d. air and sur-
facemail is accepted with the understanding
that the sender guarantees any necessary for-
warding or return postage. When such mail
is forwarded or returned, it shall be rated up
for collection of postage; except that insured
or c. o. d. air mail weighing 8 ounces or less
and subject to the 8 cents an ounce rate shall
be forwarded by air if delivery will be ad-
vanced, and returned by surface means, with.
out additional postage."
The quotation best supports the statement that
the return postage for undeliverable insured
mail
A) is included in the original prepayment on
air mail parcels
B) is computed but not collected before dis-
patching surface parcel post mail to sender
c) is not computed or charged for any air mail
that is returned by surface transportation
D) is included in the amount collected when
the sender mails parcel post
E) is collected before dispatching for return
if any amount due has been guaranteed
58. (Reading) "If a parcel originating in another
country proves to be undeliverable in the
United States owing to removal of the ad-
dressee to a known address in the country
where the parcel was mailed, and if the parcel
does not bear the sender's instructions for de-
livery to a second address or for abandonment,
it shall be marked 'Parti (removed)' followed
by an indication of the forwarding address of
the addressee, and treated for return to the
country of origin."
The quotation best supports the statement that
if the sender has not authorized other delivery
or abandonment of an undeliverable parcel, but
addressee's new address in sender's country is
known, the
A) parcel should be marked and forwarded to
the addressee
B) sender's instructions should be followed, by
returning the parcel to him
c) parcel should be prepared to permit return
to and forwarding in the sender's country
D) return of the parcel should be planned and
accomplished promptly
E) postal service in the country of origin
should inquire how to dispose of the parcel
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59. (Reading) "All undeliverable first-class mail,
except first-class parcels and parcel post
paid with first-class postage, which cannot
be returned to the sender, is sent to a dead-
letter branch. Undeliverable matter of the
third and fourth classes of obvious value for
which the sender does not furnish return post-
age and undeliverable first-class parcels and
parcel post matter bearing postage of the
first class, which cannot be returned, is sent
to a dead parcel-post branch."
The quotation best supports the statement that
matter that is sent to a dead parcel-post branch
includes all undeliverable
A) mail, except first-class letter mail, that ap-
pears to be valuable
B) mail, except that of the first class, on which
the sender failed to prepay the original
mailing costs
c) parcels on which the mailer prepaid the
first-class rate of postage
D) third- and fourth-class matter on which the
required return postage has not been paid
E) parcels on which first-class postage has
been prepaid, when the sender's address is
not known
60. (Reading) "The post office of delivery shall
require the addressee, or his authorized repre-
sentative, to open a bad-order registered arti-
cle, whether repaired with sealing stamps or
reenclosed, in the presence of the delivering
employee, the envelope being cut at the end so
as to preserve the sealing intact. If any of the
contents is missing, the envelope (letter, and
penalty if any) or wrapper shall be obtained
from the addressee, with his endorsement as
to shortage of contents, and sent to the proper
inspector in charge with a report of the facts."
The quotation best supports the statement that
a bad-order registered article
A) should be repaired or reenclosed and sent
with a report to the inspector in charge
B) must be delivered to the addressee only and
opened by him in the presence of the deliv-
ering employee
c) is not likely to be received by the addressee
with its contents intact
D) should be checked as to contents, upon de-
livery, in the presence of the delivering
employee .
E) will not be intact upon delivery if the seal-
ing stamps have been tampered with
